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Executive Summary 
 
Polymer nanofibers are nanoscale materials whose properties can be adjusted to provide 
desirable light management performance for high efficiency solid-state lighting 
luminaires.  The polymeric nanofibers at the core of this project have diameters on the 
order of 100 to 1000 nm and a length of more than 1 cm.  By controlling fiber diameter, 
fiber packing, and fiber morphology, a low cost, high performance optical material can be 
fabricated.  This report describes the fabrication of these nanofiber structures and their 
uses and benefits in solid-state lighting application.   
 
When used in solid state lighting devices, nanofibers can take the form of either diffuse 
reflectors or photoluminescent materials.  Nanofiber reflectors (NFR) were developed 
which displayed high diffuse reflectance with reflectance values in excess of 0.90.  In 
contrast, traditional reflector materials such as aluminum and paint typically possess 
reflectance values below 0.80 and absorb a larger fraction of light, reducing luminaire 
output efficiency.  The incorporation of the NFR technology into reflectors, troffers, and 
beam formers present in SSL luminaires provides better reflectance and lower light loss 
than is possible with conventional materials.   
 
Photoluminescent nanofibers (PLN) can be formed by combining nanofibers with 
photoluminescent materials such as phosphors and quantum dots (QD).  Forming the 
PLN with the proper combination of green and red luminescent materials and exciting the 
nanocomposite with a blue light emitting diode (LED) has been demonstrated to produce 
high efficiency (> 55 lumens per watt) white light with excellent color rendering 
properties.  The incorporation of QDs in the PLN is particularly advantageous in that this 
approach enables the correction of any color deficiencies in the light source without 
creating unnecessary radiation in the near infrared.  Cost models developed during this 
project have demonstrated that both the NFR and PLN materials can be mass produced at 
a manufacturing cost of less than $5 per square foot, making it commercially attractive.  
 
To capitalize on the benefits of nanofiber technologies in solid-state lighting, several new 
remote phosphor reflector configurations were developed in the project.  When combined 
with these unique lighting designs, nanofibers have a number of demonstrated benefits in 
lighting devices including: 

• Providing high quantum efficiency down-conversion of LED wavelengths to 
produce full spectrum white light; 

• Enabling tunable device structures that achieve colors ranging from warm white 
to cool white with high CRIs; 

• Supplying mass producible, cost-effective solutions for diffuse, high reflectance 
light management across the visible spectrum; 

• Facilitating remote phosphor luminaire designs that increase the lifetime and 
performance of luminescent materials; 

• Providing conformability to geometries imposed by the light fixture enabling new 
lighting designs. 
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This report provides a review of the activities conducted during this project and the major 
advances that have been made during this work in the field of nanoscale materials for 
solid-state lighting.  Section 1 provides background on the nanofiber technologies and 
patent-pending luminaire structures developed during this project.  Section 2 provides a 
detailed discussion of the benefits of the technologies developed during this work.  
Section 3 compares the execution of this project with the original proposal.  A high level 
summary of the findings from each Task is also provided in the section.  Section 4 lists 
the products (i.e., patent applications, presentations, publications, collaborations) that 
have been developed during this project.  More details on work conducted during Budget 
Periods 1 - 3 can be found in Appendices A - C. 
 
The technologies developed during this program have significant commercial potential, 
and there has already been strong interest in these breakthroughs from the lighting 
community.  It is anticipated that these technologies will begin appearing in commercial 
products in roughly 5 years to provide significant energy savings for the United States. 

 

 

RTI Solid-State Lighting Team 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 
 
Nanostructured materials exhibit unique optical properties that will undoubtedly benefit 
solid-state lighting (SSL) applications. It is well established that the light-scattering 
properties of composites containing nanostructured materials can be adjusted by changing 
the size of a particle and its refractive index (relative to the surrounding matrix).1 For 
example, the color of colloidal gold suspension will vary from a deep red (for particles 
with diameters small than 100 nanometers [nm]) to a blue color (for larger particles).2  By 
adjusting the number and size of scattering sites, a transparent material can be turned into 
one that has a high reflectance.  The classic example is water, which is transparent in both 
the liquid and solid states, if prepared appropriately.  However, in the solid-state, 
microcrystalline facets and trapped air bubbles can produce scattering sites that result in 
high reflectance values.  Since the size of the scattering site is variable in this instance, 
broadband reflectance values of greater than 0.9 are observed for new fallen snow in the 
visible and ultraviolet (UV) spectrum.3  This reflectance value falls in the infrared, as the 
ratio of the scattering size and the radiation wavelength (i.e., Size Parameter) changes.  
Likewise, some species of beetles exhibiting a fibrous cuticle structure have been shown 
to exhibit broadband reflectance of visible radiation resulting in a brilliant white 
appearance.4  

The color of an object exhibiting light scattering is highly dependent on the observation 
point, relative to the light source.  An example of this phenomenon is the color of the sky 
perceived by an observer standing on the Earth.  At sunrise or sunset when an observer 
looks directly at the sun, Rayleigh scattering results in more blue light being scattered 
away from the observer than other wavelengths and the common reddish hues of sunrise 
and sunset are produced.  This observation geometry can be classified as a transmission 
configuration.  In contrast, if an observer looks at a portion of the sky away from the sun 
during the day, the sky will appear blue since Rayleigh scattering will result in more blue 
light being scattered toward the observer than other wavelengths.  This observation 
geometry can be classified as a reflection configuration.  Clearly, the nanoscale properties 
of materials are important in controlling optical properties in end-use applications such as 
SSL.   

Polymeric nanofibers are nanoscale materials whose properties can be adjusted to provide 
desirable light management performance.  Polymeric nanofibers are objects with a 
                                                
1  C.F. Bohren and D.R. Huffman, Absorption and Scattering of Light by Small Particles, Wiley, New 

York, NY, 1983. 
2  F. Kim, J.H. Song, P. Yang, “Photochemical synthesis of gold nanorods,” Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 124 (2002) 14316. 
3   S.G. Warren, “Optical properties of snow,” Reviews of Geophysics and Space Physics 20 (1982) pages 

67 – 89. 
4   P. Vukusic, B. Hallam, and J. Noyes, “Brilliant whiteness in ultrathin beetle scales,” Science 315 (2007) 

348. 
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diameter on the order of 100 to 1000 nm and a length of more than 1 cm.  Typically, 
polymeric nanofibers are formed into a non-woven fabric using the process of 
electrospinning.  During the electrospinning operation, surface morphology can be 
introduced into the nanofiber providing additional control over its optical properties.  
Smooth and porous nanofiber examples are given in Figure 1-1. 

  

Figure 1-1:  Examples of smooth (LEFT) and porous (RIGHT) polymeric nanofibers. 

RTI International’s project, Photoluminescent Nanofibers for High Efficiency Solid-State 
Lighting, leveraged the optical properties of nanostructured materials to deliver improved 
performance to solid-state lighting devices.  The polymeric nanofiber at the heart of 
RTI’s technology can be used alone as an efficient Lambertian reflector (i.e., nanofiber 
reflector [NFR]) or combined with luminescent particles (e.g., phosphors and quantum 
dots) to produce a photoluminescent nanofiber (PLN).  In this structure, the nanofibers 
provide the structural and optical foundation for the PLN nanocomposite, while the 
luminescent particles provide control over the emitted color.  When combined with the 
unique lighting designs developed by RTI during this project, nanofibers have a number 
of demonstrated benefits in lighting devices including: 

• High quantum efficiency down-conversion of LED wavelengths to produce full 
spectrum white light; 

• Tunable device structures able to achieve colors ranging from warm white to cool 
white with high CRIs; 

• Mass producible, cost-effective solutions for providing diffuse, high reflectance 
light management across the visible spectrum; 

• Remote phosphor luminaire designs that look as good in the off state as when 
energized and that increase the lifetime and performance of luminescent 
materials; 

• Conformability to geometries imposed by the light fixture enabling new lighting 
designs. 
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1.2. Lighting Technologies Developed in this Project 
 

Phosphor-converter light emitting diodes (pcLED) are the most common white light 
producing LEDs available on the market.  In this configuration, a pump LED emits light 
of one frequency, typically ultraviolet to blue (370 to 470 nm), which is directed at a 
phosphor that emits secondary radiation at longer wavelengths.  The combination of light 
from the pump LED and emissions from the phosphor produce the white light output.   

There are two different configurations that are commonly encountered in pcLEDs, the 
proximate phosphor configuration and the remote phosphor configuration.5  The 
proximate phosphor configuration has the phosphor in close proximity to the LED either 
by placing it directly on the top surface of the LED or by blending the phosphor into the 
encapsulant surrounding the LED.  A typical LED device with a proximate phosphor is 
shown in Figure 1-2.  White light is produced in such a device by combining the portion 
of light emitted by the LED that is absorbed by the phosphor and re-emitted as secondary 
radiation with light that is unabsorbed and passes through the phosphor.  This 
configuration requires a high degree of light transmission in the phosphor, although some 
reflection undoubtedly occurs.  Many LED lamp manufacturers, including Cree, Philips, 
and Nichia, fabricate white LEDs in this configuration.  However, the proximate location 
of the phosphor at the top surface of the LED often reduces quantum efficiency, due to 
thermal quenching effects, and lowers phosphor lifetime. 

 

Figure 1-2:  Packaged LED device consisting of four die covered with a yellow 
phosphor.  In this package, the phosphor is placed on the surface of each die in the 
proximate configuration. 

The remote phosphor configuration, in which the phosphor is separated from the LED, 
overcomes the thermal limitations of proximate phosphors.  This concept is widely 
known and has been in commercial use for years in various products, including 
televisions6 and remote temperature measurement devices.7 Several different 
                                                
5  E. Fred Schubert, Light-Emitting Diodes, Third Edition, Cambridge University Press, 2006. 
6  H. Sato et al., “Flat-type cathode ray tube having electrostatic and electromagnetic deflection systems,” 

U.S. Patent 4.570,100, Issued February 11, 1986. 
7  K.A. Wickersheim, “Optical temperature measurement technique using phosphors,” U.S. Patent 

4,075,493, Issued February 21, 1978. 
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organizations, including Philips, Osram Sylvania, QDVision, Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute, and Cyberlux, have also applied the remote phosphor concept to SSL 
illumination devices. The transmitting remote phosphor (TRP) architecture used in 
lighting (see Figure 1-3) has a separation between the surface of the LED and a 
secondary converter layer (SLC) that can be made from materials such as phosphors or 
QDs. Pump light is emitted from the LED and travels through the SCL, exciting the 
material in the process. The combination of the pump light and the SCL emissions 
produces the desired light color. The TRP configuration requires the SCL to have an 
appreciable transmittance for blue light, since some blue must combine with the emission 
from the SCL to produce white. This approach has been found to provide a number of 
benefits, including increasing the lamp extraction efficiency8 and improving the lifetime 
and quantum efficiency by minimizing temperature effects.9  

 

Figure 1-3. Schematic drawing of the TRP design for SSL. 

Although the TRP structure eliminates most of the thermal concerns of the proximate 
phosphor configuration, there are also several limitations of this approach that need to be 
considered with selecting this structure for a LED device.  First, due to changes in the 
index of refraction between the LED and the SCL layer, Fresnel reflection will occur to 
some extent which will result in light loss.  Minimizing Fresnel reflection requires 
accurate index matching throughout the structure for the entire lifetime of the product.  A 
second limitation of the TRP structure is that it typically places a color optic in the direct 
line of sight of the end user.  For example, the Fortimo light from Philips and the 
ArrayLed by Nexus Lighting both have strongly colored remote phosphor optics at the 
exit of the lighting device.  Multiple market studies have concluded that the end-user 
wants the light source to look the same in the on and off states.10  This is especially 
critical for installed luminaires that are expected to remain in place for 15 years or more.  
SCL layers in the TRP configuration that are yellow (Philips Fortimo) or red-orange 
(Nexus ArrayLED) when the light is off simply cannot meet this requirements. 

Since the beginning of this project, RTI has intended to utilize a remote phosphor 
approach for a lamp containing PLNs. The expectation was that the TRP design 
                                                
8  N. Narendran, “Improved Performance White LED,” Fifth International Conference on Solid-State 

Lighting, Proceedings of the SPIE 5941 (2005), pages 45-50. 
9  G. Harbers and M.H. Keuper, “Remote wavelength conversion in an illumination device,” U.S. Patent 

7,070,300, Issued July 4, 2006. 
10 Naomi Miller, “Designers, Specifiers, and Manufacturers:  Let’s Talk,” 2010 DOE SSL R&D Workshop, 

Raleigh, NC, February 2, 2010. 
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analogous to that shown in Figure 2 would be used, requiring a blend of transmittance 
and absorption/conversion of the pump wavelength to produce white light. Our work led 
us to the conclusion that several different remote phosphor configurations are possible for 
lighting devices containing PLNs.  This led directly to the development of the remote 
phosphor reflector (RPR) design which exists in two different embodiments, depending 
upon the transmittance of the PLN.   

When the PLN has a high transmittance, the pump light can be introduced from one side 
and directed at a PLN containing green and red luminescent particles.  As shown in 
Figure 1-4, the high transmittance of the PLN enables both sides to receive the primary 
blue radiation, and secondary emissions are produced by both sides of the PLN.  A 
reflector structure arranged around the PLN will collect both the secondary and primary 
radiation and direct it toward the exit of the lighting device resulting in the production of 
white light. 

 

Figure 1-4:  Schematic illustration of a PLN-containing lighting device designed for a 
PLN with high transmittance.  Primary radiation, such as that from a blue LED, is 
introduced from one side and the high transmittance of the PLN allows both sides to be 
irradiated.  A reflector arranged around the PLN collects the primary and secondary light 
emission and produces white light. 

Alternatively, the PLN layer can have a high reflectance which creates a different 
architecture for the lighting device as shown in Figure 1-5.  In this RPR configuration, 
the primary light from a blue LED is directed at a PLN containing luminescent green and 
red particles.  The emissions from the PLN plus the reflected blue light combine to 
produce white light of a desired correlated color temperature (CCT) and color rendering 
index (CRI).  In contrast to the TRP approach, the RPR configuration has negligible light 
transmission properties, but excellent light reflection characteristics.  
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Figure 1-5:  Schematic illustration of the operation of a white light emitting device with a 
reflective PLN structure in the remote phosphor reflector configuration.  Primary 
radiation, such as that from a blue LED, is introduced from one side and directed at the 
PLN.  The PLN converts the primary light to green and red secondary emissions and 
reflects it toward the exit of the lighting device. 

In choosing the luminescent materials used to fabricate the PLNs, a number of 
considerations need to be taken into account including the quantum efficiency of the 
material, its photostability and temperature sensitivity, and the ease of application of the 
luminescent material.  While phosphor materials such as cerium-doped yttrium aluminum 
garnet (Ce:YAG) are widely used in SSL devices today, quantum dots (QD) are emerging 
as an attractive alternative in some lighting applications. 

The QDs used in this study consisted of a cadmium selenide (CdSe) core surrounded by a 
zinc sulfide (ZnS) shell.  The structure, hereafter termed CdSe/ZnS, is capped with a 
hexadecylamine ligand to render the material soluble in common organic solvents such as 
toluene and hexanes.  The emission characteristics are determined by the size of the 
semiconducting CdSe core.  Larger cores emit at longer wavelengths, while smaller 
particles emit at shorter wavelengths.  The absorption and emission spectra from 
representative QDs examined in this study are given in Figure 1-6 and Figure 1-7, 
respectively.  The potential benefits of QDs in lighting applications include: 

• High absorption coefficient for primary radiation including blue and ultraviolet; 
• High quantum efficiencies; 
• Narrow-band emissions imparting the ability to introduce colors at targeted 

wavelengths; 
•  Minimal photobleaching effects. 
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Figure 1-6: A comparison of the absorbance spectra of green, yellow, and red-orange 
QDs.  Their respective exciton absorption maxima are 520 nm (green), 556 nm (yellow), 
and 592 nm (orange). 

 

Figure 1-7:  A comparison of the normalized fluorescence emission spectra of green, 
yellow, and red-orange QDs.  Their respective fluorescence emission maxima are 572 
nm (green), 589 nm (yellow), and 609 nm (orange). 
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QDs can be used to produce white light by blending blue, green, and red emissions, but 
this study demonstrated two important limitations of this approach.  First, QDs will 
absorb wavelengths shorter than their emission peak (see Figure 1-6 and Figure 1-7). As 
a result, simply mixing green and red QDs and exciting them with a blue light will not 
produce the expected color because the red QDs will absorb some of the green emissions, 
lowering device efficiency. Second, QDs are an emerging technology with quantum 
efficiencies that are generally equal to or lower than traditional bulk phosphors.  For 
example, we determined that green emissions could be produced with very high quantum 
efficiencies (0.90 and higher) using mature conventional bulk phosphors. 

However, traditional bulk phosphors have their limitations as well.  Most notably, 
commercially available bulk red phosphors that can be excited with blue light (e.g., 450 
nm) generally have lower quantum efficiencies than green or yellow phosphors.  The 
quantum efficiency of red phosphors is usually less than 0.80.   In addition, there are no 
commercially available red phosphors that emit light in a narrow band (i.e., 30 to 40 nm) 
around 620 nm, where photopic sensitivity is high.  This is a significant shortcoming of 
traditional SSL technologies as they are generally deficient in red.  As shown in Figure 
1-8, the photopic sensitivity to red light becomes vanishingly small above 650 nm, 
indicating that broadband red emissions are undesirable.  Emissions above 650 nm may 
provide some benefit in improving color rendering properties of the light source, but at a 
significant drop in efficiency as measured by lumens per electrical watt. 

 

Figure 1-8:  Relative photopic response curve of the human eye.   

Figure 1-9 provides the spectral radiant flux (in µW/nm) emitted by a commercially 
available red phosphor that operates with a 450 nm excitation source.  This phosphor 
emits in the typical broadband radiation pattern (peak width > 90 nm) that is common in 
SSL phosphors, producing light emissions extending well above 700 nm.  The spectrum 
can be converted into lumens by multiplying Figure 1-9 by the product of 683 
lumens/watt and the relative photopic sensitivity curve (Figure 1-8), and the resulting 
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luminous flux is shown in Figure 1-10.  A comparison of Figures 1-9 and 1-10 
demonstrates that the peak maximum has shifted from 606 nm in Figure 1-9 to 591 nm in 
Figure 1-10 and that the peak width has been reduced from 83 nm (Figure 9) to 57 nm 
(Figure 10).  These changes are a direct result of the differential sensitivity of the human 
eye to different wavelengths of light.  Although there is measurable optical power emitted 
by red phosphors above 650 nm, very little of this optical power is converted into 
luminous flux that is perceived by the eye.  Clearly, light emissions above 650 nm have a 
diminishing benefit in illumination applications, outside of impacting rendering of deep 
red colors. 

 

Figure 1-9:  Emission spectrum from a typical commercial red-orange phosphor.  The 
phosphor was excited by a blue LED λem = 450 nm.  Note the large amount of emissions 
in the region of low photopic sensitivity above 650 nm. 
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Figure 1-10:  Luminous flux output derived from the spectral radiant flux shown in Figure 
1-9. 

Because of the wavelength shift and peak width reduction occurring in red emissions, 
designers seeking to produce warm white emissions often must utilize a phosphor with an 
even longer emission wavelength to get sufficient optical power in the 615 to 625 nm 
range to produce warm white lighting with high color rendering index.  Typically, the red 
phosphors chosen for these applications will have an emission maximum around 650 nm 
and have a significant amount of emissions (> 25%) above 700 nm.  However, the impact 
of photopic sensitivity on such a red phosphor is even more pronounced than discussed 
above for a red-orange phosphor, and a larger shift in peak wavelength and in peak width 
is observed.11  As a result, combining a blue excitation source, a high efficiency phosphor 
(e.g., cerium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet [Ce:YAG]), and a red-emitting phosphor is 
not ideal due to the large amount of non-visible emissions above 700 nm. 

With these facts in mind, RTI designed the PLN structure to be a composite of nanofiber, 
bulk phosphors, and QDs, capitalizing on the benefits of each and offsetting their 
negative attributes.  A spectrum from a PLN excited with emissions from a Cree XRE 
Royal Blue LED is shown in Figure 1-11, and the following benefits have been 
demonstrated for the PLN technology: 

• Use of a polymeric nanofiber base to provide an optical foundation and structural 
support for the PLN; 

• Use of phosphors to provide high efficiency conversion of bulk LED radiation to 
broad visible emissions in the green and yellow spectral regions; 

                                                
11 Seth Coe-Sullivan, “Quantum Dots for High Efficiency Solid-State Lighting,” presented at the Phosphor 

Global Summit, March 24, 2010, San Diego, CA. 
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• Use of red-orange QDs to eliminate the red deficiency in the phosphor without the 
burden of large amounts of non-visible near-IR emissions; 

• Use of digital printing technologies to accurately control the amount of red-
orange QDs, minimizing costs and undesirable parasitic absorption effects. 
 

 
Figure 1-11:  Spectral radiant flux of a PLN containing bulk phosphors (emission 
maximum near 550 nm) and red-orange QDs (emission maximum near 615 nm).  The 
measured correlated color temperature of this PLN was 3,900 K, its color rendering 
index was 92, and its luminous efficacy was 55 lumens/watt at a LED drive current of 
200 mA. 

2. Demonstrated Benefits of RTI’s Approach 
 
During this project, we have successfully demonstrated a number of benefits of RTI’s 
nanofiber technology including the following: 

• Cost-effective solutions for providing diffuse, high reflectance light management 
across the visible spectrum; 

• High quantum efficiency down-conversion of LED wavelengths to produce full 
spectrum white light; 

• Remote phosphor luminaire designs that look as good in the off state as when 
energized and increase the lifetime and performance of luminescent materials; 

• Tunable device structures able to achieve colors ranging from warm white to cool 
white with high CRIs; 

• Mass-producible substrates for large volume applications. 
 
The evidence supporting each of these benefits is provided below. 
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2.1. Light Management Across the Visible Spectrum 
Light incident upon a material can be either absorbed, transmitted, or reflected depending 
upon the composition and structure of the material.  This is especially important at the 
nanoscale, since feature size and spacing can have a significant impact upon the optical 
properties of the materials.  Nanofibers are interesting optical structures since their 
diameter can be tailored to be on the order of the wavelength of visible light.  In the 100-
1000 nm range of diameters, nanofibers effectively scatter visible radiation. Scattering 
efficiency (Qsc) is normally used to measure the ability of a structure to scatter light, and 
higher values of Qsc indicate more efficient light scattering.  Qsc is defined as the optical 
(i.e., scattering) cross-section (Csc) divided by the geometric cross-section (G).  The 
scattering efficiency (Qsc) of right circular cylinders can be calculated exactly from the 
Mie equation at different cylinder diameters and incident wavelengths for single 
scattering events.  Since a right circular cylinder is a good approximation of a nanofiber, 
these calculations can provide insights into the relative scattering efficiencies of different 
fiber diameters.  Such calculations clearly demonstrate that nanofibers of different 
diameters will scatter visible radiation with varying efficiencies.  They also demonstrate 
that modest variations in average fiber diameter (AFD) will tend to produce a dampening 
effect on Qsc and will result in little change in Qsc with wavelength. 
 
The optical properties of the initial layers of nanofibers were examined by depositing 
several nanofiber layers on a glass slide using brief electrospinning times.  Although the 
high transmittance of these structures suggested that single scattering events are 
prevalent, the optical properties of smooth and porous PMMA nanofibers were 
significantly different as shown in Figure 2-1.  The smooth nanofibers exhibited an 
approximately flat transmittance profile that varied by less than 2% across the visible 
spectrum.  In contrast, the porous nanofibers exhibited a transmittance profile that was 
flat on the high wavelength side, slowly increased to a maximum value, and then dropped 
sharply as wavelength decreased.  Variations in transmittance of nearly 20% were 
observed for the porous PMMA nanofibers over the wavelength range of 350 nm to 800 
nm.  Since the chemical compositions of the fibers were the same in both instances (i.e., 
PMMA), the differences in transmittance profiles must be due to preferential scattering of 
shorter wavelengths by the porous nanofiber structure. By comparing the properties of 
smooth and porous nanofibers with AFD of approximately 600 nm, it is obvious that the 
introduction of a large number of pores (average pore diameter ~ 150 nm) changed the 
optical properties of thin nanofiber layers.  Porous nanofibers with smaller AFDs were 
found to produce a transmittance maximum at smaller wavelengths, which we ascribe to 
a fiber packing effect based on optical microscopy results.12   
 

                                                
12 H.J. Walls, J.L. Davis, D.S. Ensor, “Long pass optical filter made from nanofibers,” PCT patent 

application WO2009/032378, published March 12, 2009. 
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Figure 2-1:  Transmittance of PMMA nanofiber substrates deposited on glass slides.  
(Left)  Smooth PMMA nanofibers of different thicknesses produced by varying deposition 
time.  The AFD of these smooth nanofibers was 600 +/- 60 nm.  These samples were 
electrospun using the same formulation (9.7% PMMA in dimethyl formamide) and 
spinning conditions.  (Right) Porous ribbon-shaped PMMA nanofibers of varying AFD.  
The deposition times of these porous nanofibers are:  magenta – 80 seconds, yellow – 
120 seconds, and blue – 60 seconds.  These samples were electrospun using different 
formulations and with slightly different spinning conditions.  The formulations typically 
consisted of 7-9% PMMA, 7-9% high dielectric constant solvent, and 82-85% toluene.  
All measurements were performed using white light incident at a normal angle to the 
sample, and the transmitted light was collected about 2π steradians.   

As the electrospinning process was initiated and the initial fibers were deposited on the 
collection plate, a substrate with high transparency was formed.  For smooth fibers, the 
Qsc  values for the fibers in the substrate played a central role in determining the optical 
properties of this material.  Single scattering events can be expected to be dominant in 
thin, smooth nanofiber substrates, and light scattering can be expected to be non-
Lambertian as confirmed by Conoscope measurements.  In contrast, the porous 
nanofibers had a highly variable transmittance profile even for the same chemistry as 
tested with smooth nanofibers.  In the geometry used to measure the transmittance of 
these materials (i.e., normal incidence and transmittance collection in 2π steradians), the 
drop in transmittance observed for the porous nanofibers at short wavelengths indicated a 
rise in reflection at these wavelengths which will provide a degree of optical filtering.   
 
As the nanofibers continued to deposit on the collection media, the optical properties 
changed from high transmittance to high reflectance.  Electrospinning times as short as a 
few minutes were sufficient to produce a nanofiber substrate that reflected a significant 
portion of incident light.  Total reflectance did not increase in a linear fashion, but instead 
appeared to asymptotically approach an upper limit as spinning time was increased.  The 
increase in scattering that occurs in thicker nanofiber structures tended to produce a flat 
transmittance profile as shown in Figure 2-2.  Conoscope examination of the reflection 
profile provided support for diffuse reflection of incident radiation by the nanofiber 
substrate.  This finding suggested that multiple event scattering was occurring in the 
thicker nanofiber substrates. 
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Figure 2-2:  Reflectance of smooth PMMA nanofiber substrates of different spinning 
times.  The AFD of these nanofibers was 505 +/- 71 nm.  Measurements were 
conducted in a 10” integrating sphere using methods described in CIE-130-1998.  The 
tungsten-halogen lamp integrated into the sphere was incident at diffuse angles to the 
sample, and the reflected light was collected about 2π steradians with the integrating 
sphere. 

The difference in the transmittance profiles of the smooth and porous PMMA nanofibers 
can be attributed to the combined effects of the discontinuities in the index of refraction.  
For smooth nanofibers, light scattering arises from the discontinuity in the index of 
refraction at the fiber-air interface.  However, for the porous nanofibers, light scattering 
arises from multiple discontinuities in the refractive index at the fiber-air and fiber-pore 
interfaces.  Thus, this change in light scattering behavior can be ascribed principally to 
the introduction of pores into the nanofiber, although fiber packing will have an impact, 
especially in the multiple scattering regime.   The size of the surface pores relative to the 
incident wavelength can be shown to produce more backscattering (i.e., reflection) than is 
possible with the fibers alone.  In addition, since there are many pores on each fiber, the 
density of scattering sites will be higher for a textured nanofiber, which can also be 
expected to increase scattering intensity.   
 
As the nanofiber substrate continued to grow thicker and became increasingly opaque, 
multiple scattering can be expected to dominate.  This produces at least two primary 
changes in the optical properties of the material.  First, the reflectance of the material 
increased rapidly as substrate thickness rose and eventually reached a point where the 
material became highly reflective.  The degree of reflectance can be controlled primarily 
by choice of substrate thickness, fiber porosity, and fiber void volume.  Second, light 
scattering from the thicker materials produced near-Lambertian (i.e., diffuse) scattering 
of light which directed the light in an even manner providing a uniform light flux upon 
reflection. 
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2.2. High Quantum Efficiency Down-Conversion 
 

RTI’s nanofiber technology utilizes luminescent particles such as phosphors combined 
with the nanofiber substrate to produce white light when excited by a blue LED.  Prior to 
this study, there were no accepted methods to measure the quantum efficiency of 
photoluminescent solids, although several methods had been previously proposed.13,14  
RTI developed a new method to measure the quantum efficiency of luminescent solids 
that combined the best approaches of earlier methods and worked with lighting industry 
experts to gain acceptance of this measurement technique.15  RTI’s method is based on 
the use of absolute measurements of the protons absorbed and emitted by a luminescent 
source, and this measurement eliminates the need to take relative measurements of 
quantum efficiency.   
 
Essential to RTI’s method is an accurate calibration of the measurement device using a 
calibrated radiometric source.  This procedure measures the absorbed and emitted optical 
power (in W/nm) of a material inside an integrating sphere, and this value can be readily 
converted into a photon count rate using equation 1. 

 Photon flux = 
ond

photons
sec

 = (5.03*1015) ∫ Φ λλd                              (1) 

Alternatively, if an average wavelength (λ ) of the spectrum is calculated using standard 
procedures, equation 1 simplifies to: 

 Photon flux = 
ond

photons
sec

 = (5.03*1015)Φ λ                                       (2) 

In these equations, Φ is the spectral radiant flux (in W/nm), λ is the wavelength (in nm), 
and λ is the average wavelength (in nm).  The absolute measurement approach used by 
RTI to measure quantum efficiency is similar to the absolute photometry methods 
endorsed by DOE to measure the performance of SSL luminaires.  More details on this 
measurement method are provided in Section 3.1.1 of the Summary of Year 1 activities. 
 
After development of an appropriate test method, the next question that needed to be 
answered was the best method to combine luminescent particles and nanofibers.  The 
placement of QDs in the nanofiber can be controlled with the method by which the 
nanocomposite is formed, and each approach offers certain advantages and limitations.  
The incorporation of QDs into the electrospinning solution creates a nanocomposite in 
which the QDs are predominantly located in the interior of the nanofiber, termed a Bulk-

                                                
13 J.C. deMello, H. F. Wittman and R.H. Friend, “An improved experimental determination of external 

photoluminescent quantum efficiency,” Advanced Materials 9 (1997) 230. 
14 L.S. Rohwer and J. Martin, “Measuring the absolute quantum efficiency of luminescent materials,” 

Journal of Luminescence 115 (2005) 77. 
15 J. Lynn Davis, Seth Coe-Sullivan, Oleg Shchekin, K.C. Mishra, Madis Raukas, Rohit Modi, Craig 

Breen, and Mike Leibowitz, “Standards development for the characterization of quantum dots 
suspensions and solids,” Materials Research Society Symposium Proceedings 1207 (2010) 1207-N04-09. 
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PLN.  This fabrication approach is advantageous because it involves only a single 
fabrication step and the QDs are embedded in the fiber, ensuring good adhesion.  In 
contrast, coating of the nanofibers after fabrication creates a structure in which the QDs 
reside predominantly near the surface, termed a Surface-PLN.  As discussed below, this 
structure provided improved optical performance over the Bulk-PLN structure.  However, 
greater attention must be placed on the coating solution to ensure good adhesion of the 
QDs to the nanofiber.  Schematics of these structures are shown in Figure 2-3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-3:  Schematic illustration of the structure of Bulk-PLNs and Surface-PLNs.  
Bulk-PLNs were formed by adding QDs to the nanofiber electrospinning solution, and 
Surface-PLNs were fabricated by coating nanofiber substrates with a liquid QD solution. 

As might be expected, the optical performance of these different nanocomposite 
structures was significantly different.  The measured quantum efficiency values of the 
Bulk-PLNs was found to be only 0.20, significantly lower than observed for the colloidal 
QD suspensions.  In contrast, Surface-PLNs exhibited higher quantum efficiency values, 
typically in the 0.70 to 0.75 range even at high QD concentrations.  Since the quantum 
efficiency values of QDs are known to decrease at high concentrations due to self-
absorption, the values observed for Surface-PLNs are in line with expectations for 
concentrated QD materials.16 
 
 The difference in the quantum efficiency of Bulk-PLNs and Surface-PLNs likely arises, 
at least in part, from the electrospinning process.  In order to electrospin PMMA, high 
dielectric constant solvents such as dimethyl formamide and N-methyl formamide were 
required.  These solvents likely displaced at least some of the ligands from the QD ligand 
sphere, which would adversely impact quantum efficiency.  To demonstrate this effect, 
the intensity of QD colloidal suspensions in toluene was monitored after addition of N-

                                                
16 T.-S. Ahn, L. Al-Kaysi, A.M. Muller, K.M. Wentz, and C.J. Bardeen, “Self-absorption correction for 

solid-state photoluminescence quantum yields obtained from integrating sphere measurements,” Review 
of Scientific Instruments 78 (2007) 086105-1. 
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methyl formamide.  A decline in η values with increasing N-methyl formamide 
concentration was observed, supporting this hypothesis.  More details on these 
experiments are provided in Section A.3.  Based on these findings, the Bulk-PLN 
structure can be used in instances where high quantum efficiency is not required or when 
low dielectric constant solvents can be used in electrospinning. 
 
Surface-PLNs are fabricated by separating the nanofiber substrate formation process and 
the QD application process.  Typically, liquid coating methods such as dip coating, spray 
coating, and ink jet printing can be used to apply the QDs to the nanofibers.  In liquid 
coating processes, the formulation of the solution used to apply the QDs is critical.  
Proper formulations will balance viscosity, surface wetting properties, and QD solubility 
to produce even coverage of the QDs on the nanofibers.  Binders, coupling agents, and 
other additives can be incorporated into the QD coating solution to ensure good adhesion 
between the fibers and the QDs.17 
 
Dip coating of QDs on nanofibers was found to produce Surface-PLNs that exhibit higher 
quantum efficiencies than Bulk-PLNs.  Typical quantum efficiency values observed for 
green, yellow and red QDs are given in Table 2.1.   
 
Table 2.1:  Quantum efficiencies of liquid coated Surface-PLNs. 

QD Color Quantum Efficiency (η) 
Green 0.72 
Yellow 0.75 
Red Orange 0.72 

   
The quantum efficiencies of PLNs containing QDs observed during this study represent 
the best reported values for QD-nanofiber composites.  However, this study found two 
limitations of QDs that must be taken into account when designing a lighting system 
using QDs.  First, green QDs are more susceptible to photo-oxidation and color 
instability than yellow, orange, and red QDs.  As explained in Section B.3 of the 
Summary of Year 2 Activities, this behavior arises from the smaller size, and hence 
greater reactivity, of green quantum dots.  Second, large concentrations of QDs would be 
required to produce saturated colors when operated with a high intensity LED.  These 
large concentrations of QDs would lower the quantum efficiency below the values 
mentioned above due to self absorption.18  Hence in designing an optimal PLN-based 
lighting system, two overriding considerations must be taken into account.  First, a 
method of providing high efficiency green emission is required, and second, the amount 
of QDs used in the structure must remain at a sufficient level to avoid significant self-
absorption of QD emissions. 
 

                                                
17 J.L. Davis, A. L. Andrady, D.S. Ensor, L. Han, H.J. Walls, “Luminescent Device,” U.S. Patent 

Application U.S. 20080113214, Published May 15, 2008.   
18 D. Bera, L. Qian, and P. Holloway, “Phosphor Quantum Dots” in Adrian Kitai, ed., Luminescent 

Materials and Applications, Wiley, New York, 2008. 
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To investigate potential sources of green emissions, procedures were developed to 
combine nanofibers and bulk phosphors to produce green PLNs.  Two phosphors that 
were investigated had the same emission maximum (540 nm), but the peak width of their 
emissions were different.  As shown in the chromaticity diagram in Figure 2-4, the 
green-emitting sulfoselenide phosphor had a narrow peak width which produced a more 
deeply saturated green, while the green-emitting Europium-doped silicate phosphor had a 
wider peak width that provided more emissions in the yellow.  The measured quantum 
efficiency of the sulfoselenide phosphor was 0.83 while that of the Eu-doped silicate was 
0.95.  The chromaticity diagram also demonstrates that an additional advantage of the 
Eu-doped silicate phosphor is that its chromaticity values are closer to the Planckian 
locus and hence would require fewer red-orange QDs to produce white light.  More 
details on this study are provided in Section C.2 of the Summary of Year 3 Activities. 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4:  Chromaticity diagram (1931 convention) of two of the phosphors used to 
make green PLNs in this work. 
 

2.3. Light Device Designs 
 

To capitalize on the unique properties of nanofibers in SSL applications, several new 
designs for lighting devices were created, and a patent filed on these designs.19  Of the 
designs developed under this award, three different designs were investigated in depth.  
These designs are: 

• Remote phosphor reflector block (RPRB); 
• Downlight prototype design number 1 (Block 1 design); 
• Downlight prototype design number 2 (Block 2 design). 

 
 
                                                
19 M.K. Lamvik and J.L. Davis, “Stimulated lighting devices,” U.S. Application, Serial Number 

61/169,468, patent applied for. 
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Remote phosphor reflector block (RPRB) 
 
The RPRB design is a flexible format lamp that allows testing of a number of nanofiber 
structures in a 4 inch integrating sphere.  The RPRB consists of a parabolic reflector 
machined from aluminum stock, at least one nanofiber substrate, and at least one LED to 
provide primary radiation.  The PLN runs the length of the RPRB, and the LED is 
mounted on the perimeter of the device.  Schematic drawings of two RPRB 
configurations are given in Figures 2-5 and 2-6.  By varying the PLN and LED 
arrangements, multiple embodiments of the RPRB can be configured as given in Table 
2.2.   
 
Table 2.2:  Various combinations of PLNs and LEDs can be used with the RPRB. 

PLN 
Configuration 

LED Configuration Comment Example 

High transmission 
red & green PLNs Single Blue LED High transmission 

of PLN allows both 
sides to illuminated 
and light to be 
completely mixed. 

See Figure 2-5 High transmission 
green PLN Blue & Red LEDs 

High reflectance 
red & green PLNs 

Separate Blue LEDs 
on opposite sides of 
device excite red and 
green PLNs 

High reflectance of 
green and red PLNs 
prevents absorption 
of green secondary 
emissions by red 
PLN. 

See Figure 2-6 

High reflectance 
green PLN 

Blue and Red LEDs 
on opposite side of 
device 

 
Multiple embodiments of the RPRB block design have been developed and are described 
in U.S. Patent Application 61/169,468.  In one configuration, the RPRB can be fabricated 
to be powered by a single blue LED (see Figure 2-5).  In such a design, a nanofiber 
substrate with a high transmission is desired to allow the blue light to illuminate both 
PLNs.  When using nanofibers in this configuration, it is important to maintain a balance 
between the transmittance and optical diffusion properties of the PLN in order to achieve 
the highest light output across a broad area.  In this design, after light produced by the 
LED impinges on the PLN, secondary light emission will exit the PLN in all directions.  
Some light from the LED (indicated by solid arrows) will be scattered by the diffuse 
transmittance and diffuse reflectance properties of the PLN.  Some of this light may be 
reflected by the reflector and some may directly leave the luminaire. Other light from the 
light source may be intercepted by the PLN and produce green and red emissions (dotted 
lines) which can also exit the luminaire.  To simplify the interpretation of the light paths, 
only light emitted from the right side of the sheet of material is shown in these figures.  It 
should be understood that similar light is emitted from the left side of the sheet of 
material. The PLN may not reach the bottom of the reflector, allowing light to pass below 
the sheet of material in some circumstances. 
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Figure 2-5:  Schematic illustration of the light path in the single LED RPRB design.  In 
this configuration, the PLN has a high transmittance allowing both the green and red 
PLNs, represented by the dark line in the middle, to be illuminated from a single primary 
source.  To simplify the interpretation of the light paths, only light emitted from the right 
side of the sheet of material is shown in these figures.  It should be understood that 
similar light is emitted from the left side of the sheet of material. 

In a second configuration (Figure 2-6), the PLNs are more reflective, requiring separate 
LEDs to excite the green and red PLNs.  This permits separate control over green and red 
emissions from the RPRB.  
 

 
Figure 2-6:  Schematic illustration of a RPRB configuration containing red and green 
PLNs.  Since reflective PLNs are used in the RPRB configuration, each is energized by 
a separate blue LED. 
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Downlight prototype design number 1 (BLOCK 1 Design) 
 
The BLOCK 1 downlight prototype design was created to provide a large luminaire that 
could more readily accommodate high brightness LEDs such as the Cree XRE series.  As 
shown in Figure 2-7, the exterior of the device is formed by a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
housing that is lined with high diffuse reflectance nanofibers.  At one end of the device is 
a PLN structure containing a combination of colored luminescent particles.  The PLN is 
activated by a LED that is suspended in the middle of the device.  As discussed below, 
blue light striking the PLN is converted to green and red radiation by the luminescent 
particles with high efficiency.  The Block 1 design allows a great deal of flexibility in 
terms of the LED source, the types of PLNs that can be tested, and the fabrication 
parameters.  For example, the Block 1 design can be used with either blue (λem ~ 450 nm) 
or cool white LEDs, and either PLNs containing both green and red luminescent particles 
or PLNs containing solely red-emitting particles.  The efficiency of this luminaire design 
was typically 0.74 using both white and blue LED sources.  With additional engineering, 
the efficiency of this luminaire design can be increased further, as there are obvious light 
leakages occurring at the junction of the PLN and luminaire housing.   
 

 
Figure 2-7:  Schematic illustration of the BLOCK 1 downlight prototype design.  This 
construction consisted of both high reflectance nanofibers and PLN structures containing 
luminescent materials.   

In the BLOCK 1 design, the angular emission of the LED plays a significant role in the 
performance of the device.  As shown in Figure 2-8, the Cree XRE LEDs used in this 
device have significant emissions at large angles due to the surface roughening 
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techniques used to increase light extraction efficiency.20  The structure of the BLOCK 1 
device provides sufficient optical mixing of blue, red, and green emissions, so that the 
light emitted by the device is uniformly white.  One advantage of the BLOCK 1 design is 
that the output color of the device can be adjusted using a tunability parameter.  
Consequently, simply adjusting the tunability parameter provides one means of tuning the 
color of light produced by the device (Figure 2-9).  A small variation in CRI values was 
also observed with adjustments in the tunability parameter. 
 

 
Figure 2-8:  Angular emission profiles from a Cree XREROY LED as a function of drive 
current. 

 
Figure 2-9: Dependence of the measured CCT values of the BLOCK 1 design on the 
tunability parameter.  The device consisted of a Cree XREROY LED and a PLN 
containing green and red luminescent particles.   
                                                
20 Monica Hansen, “Improving LED Efficiency and Performance,” DOE SSL Workshop, February 2, 2010, 

Raleigh, NC. 
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One advantage of the BLOCK 1 structure is the variety of tests that can be performed 
with this design.  Typical luminaire measurements such as luminous efficacy, CCT, and 
CRI can be readily measured by mounting the Block 1 device on the 2” port on a 10” 
integrating sphere.  In addition, the flux of photons (in photons per second) emitted from 
the device can also be easily determined from the spectral radiant flux using Equation 1. 
 
The total photon flux produced by a PLN in a Block 1 device is proportional to the sum 
of the unconverted primary radiation (from the LED) and the secondary radiation 
produced by the PLN.  The incident radiant flux from the light source is represented by 
Φ.  When this flux is directed at the PLN, a fraction A (i.e., absorption coefficient) will 
be absorbed and the remainder (i.e., 1-A) will be either transmitted or reflected.  If the 
assumption is made that no light is transmitted by the PLN, then the reflection coefficient 
is 1-A.  After this light source strikes the PLN, the unconverted primary radiation can be 
represented by Φp and the secondary radiation flux can be represented by Φs.  The value 
Φp is equal to (1-A)Φ.  The value Φs is equal to ηAΦ, which is the flux absorbed by the 
PLN (AΦ)  multiplied by the quantum efficiency for secondary emission (η).  It then 
follows that the two fluxes are related by Equation 3: 
 
 Φ = Φp + Φs + losses = (1-A)Φ + ηAΦ + losses    (3) 
 
As shown in Eq. 3,  losses inevitably occur in a photoluminescent material.  These losses 
are due primarily to non-radiative decay pathways that occur in excited states of the 
secondary converter.  These losses are lumped into a general loss term in Eq. 3.  Hence, if 
the average wavelengths of the unconverted primary radiant flux ( pλ ) and the secondary 

radiant flux ( sλ ) are calculated, the photon flux emerging from a PLN can also be 
expressed by Equation 4. 
  

Photon flux  = 5.03x1015( pλ (1-A)Φ + sλ ηAΦ)    (4) 
 
If a diffuse reflector material, such as a reflective nanofiber substrate, is used at one end 
of the BLOCK 1 device instead of a PLN, the total photon flux, assuming minimal light 
absorption, produced by the device can be measured.  As given in Equation 4, the photon 
flux ration (PFR) is a measure of PLN efficiency that can be obtained by taking the ratio 
of the photon flux with the PLN in place to that with the PLN replaced by a high diffuse 
reflectance material. 
  

      (5) 
 
A comparison of the PFR values for different PLN structures is given in Table 2.3.  The 
PFR value is dependent upon the concentration of luminescent particles used to make the 
PLN and the quantum efficiency of the luminescent particles.  Hence, the PFR can be 
expressed as a range of values, with the lowest values corresponding to the highest 
concentration of luminescent material. 

Photon flux with PLN present
Photon flux with high reflectance material in place of PLN

PFR = 
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The performance of certain PLN structures in a lighting device can be judged by 
comparing the PFR values.  PLNs made with a Eu-doped silicate green phosphor 
provided an exceptional PFR value indicative of high quantum efficiency.  Because of the 
high quantum efficiency of this material, the spread in PFR values was very small.   The 
sulfoselenide green phosphor consistently gave a lower PFR value, suggesting that the 
quantum efficiency of this material is lower than that of the silicate.  This finding, 
combined with a chromaticity values closer to the Planckian locus (see Figure 2-4), 
provided a strong indication that the Eu-doped silicate phosphor is an excellent source of 
high efficiency green light in a SSL device. 
 
Table 2.3:   PFR values of PLNs made with different luminescent particles. 

Material Photon Flux Ratio (PFR) 
PLN with Eu-doped silicate green phosphor 0.92 - 0.97 
PLN with sulfoselenide green phosphor 0.77 - 0.84 
PLN with Ce-doped yttrium aluminum garnet phosphor 0.89 – 0.95 
PLN with Eu-doped silicate red phosphor 0.84 – 0.95 
PLN with sulfoselenide red phosphor 0.76 – 0.89 
PLN with Evident orange QDs 0.58 - 0.83 
PLN with Ocean Nanotech orange QDs 0.34 - 0.79 
White light PLN formulations with Eu-doped silicate green 
phosphor and Evident orange QDs 

0.75 – 0.88 

White light PLN formulations with Eu-doped silicate green 
phosphor and Ocean Nanotech orange QDs 

0.74 – 0.80 

 
PLNs were also made with both red phosphors and red quantum dots to compare the 
performance of these materials.  A stronger concentration dependence was observed for 
these materials than with the green phosphors.  The impact of luminescent particle 
concentration on the PFR values observed for PLNs made with red sulfoselenide 
phosphor is given in Figure 2-10.  A linear decrease in the PFR values was observed 
with increasing concentration of the red sulfoselenide phosphor.  Similar trends were also 
observed for PLNs made with red Eu-doped silicate phosphors and cadmium selenide 
quantum dots.   
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Figure 2-10:  Concentration dependence of the PFR values for PLNs made with red 
sulfoselenide phosphor (λem = 600 nm).  The equation and correlation coefficient for a  
least squares linear fit are also given in the graph. 

PLNs were also made with core shell CdSe/ZnS quantum dots from both Evident 
Technologies and Ocean Nanotech.  The Evident Technologies materials consistently 
performed better than the Ocean Nanotech QDs.  However, since QDs exhibit a 
significant amount of self-absorption, high concentrations of QDs lead to low PFR 
values, and the best PFR values are observed at lower QD concentrations.  Hence, there is 
a trade-off between efficiency and CCT and CRI values in the PLN structure. 
 
The green Eu-dope silicate phosphor and Evident red-orange QDs were combined on a 
single PLN to produce a white light source.  A typical spectral radiant flux of this 
configuration in BLOCK 1 is shown in Figure 1-11.  Through judicious choice of the 
green phosphor and accurate control over the amount of QDs added, a high efficiency 
light source can be produced, as discussed further below.   
 
Downlight prototype design number 2 (BLOCK 2 design) 
 
The BLOCK 2 downlight prototype design was created to move the LED out of the direct 
light path and overcome this potential limitation of the Block 1 design.  A schematic 
drawing of the BLOCK 2 design is given in Figure 2-11, and a frontal view of a 
completed device is shown in Figure 2-12.  With the LED moved to the exterior of the 
luminaire, addition heat sinking can be used and the LED can be driven at higher 
currents.  In addition, a power converter circuit can be readily added to convert 
alternating current to direct current and allow wall plug operation.  Although the LED is 
moved out of the light path, the luminaire efficiency of this design dropped to 0.53.  This 
decrease may be due to light trapping in the corner where the blue LED first strikes the 
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PLN.  Future iterations of this design will seek to move the location where the blue LED 
beam strikes the PLN more toward the center of the device. 

 
Figure 2-11:  Schematic drawing of the BLOCK 2 downlight prototype design.  This 
design places the pump LED at the exterior of the luminaire housing.  A frontal picture of 
this design is given in Figure 2-12. 

 

Figure 2-12:  Picture of a BLOCK 2 light device incorporating nanofibers in the RPR 
configuration. 

x

y
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Detailed measurements were conducted on numerous green and red PLN formulations 
configured for the Block 2 design.  Depending upon the PLN formulation, the CCT 
values could be tuned between 5,000 K and 3,300 K with CRI values consistently above 
80.  The Block 2 design is also amenable to placing a polymer diffuser film over the exit 
of the device to provide better color mixing and more uniformity of light emissions.  As 
shown in Figure 2-13, the goniometric profile of light emissions from Block 2 prototype 
devices, a Lambertian distribution of intensity was observed in measurements taken along 
the x axis.  Since the design has some asymmetry in the y direction, the y direction 
goniometric profile exhibited some asymmetry.  The x and y planes are defined in Figure 
2-12. 

 
Figure 2-13:  Goniometric profile obtained from the nanofiber-based lighting devices 
shown in Figure 2-12.  The blue trace provides the measurements obtained when the 
angle between the lighting device and the detector was varied in the x plane and the red 
trace provides the measurements obtained when the angle between the lighting device 
and the detector was varied in the y plane. 
 

2.4. Color Tunability 
 

Several methods of tuning the color of luminaires containing PLNs were developed 
during this study.  We found that significant improvements in the CCT and CRI values of 
the luminaire can be made with proper tuning using PLN materials.  Some information on 
color tuning can be found in Sections 2.3 and Section C.2.  Full details on these tuning 
methods are being incorporated into several patent applications and additional details will 
be provided at a later date. 
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2.5. Manufacturability 
 
The nanofiber technology developed by RTI can be readily mass produced using existing 
manufacturing tools developed by our partner Elmarco, USA.  These tools enable the 
roll-to-roll production of large quantities of nanofiber materials at economical rates.  A 
cost analysis performed by RTI determined that the bare nanofibers can be produced in 
high volumes for under $2/ft2, making them cost competitive with other reflector 
technologies such as Furukawa’s foamed PET (MCPET) and Alanod Miro-Silver. 
 
In addition, the coating technologies used by RTI in this work are widely used industry 
coating processes.  We have demonstrated the ability to create PLNs using a variety of 
coating methods including dip-coating, spray coating, dry coating, digital ink  

jet printing, and screen printing.  Additional details on these PLN fabrication methods are 
provided in Sections A3, B2, and C2. 

3. Summary of Budget Period Activities 
 

As originally proposed, the primary objective of this program was to develop and validate 
advanced photoluminescent nanofibers (PLN) composed of polymer nanofibers (made 
from common plastics such as nylon, polyesters, and polyacrylates) and luminescent 
particles for use in solid-state lighting (SSL) applications.  This goal has been 
accomplished as PLNs have been demonstrated to be useful as an improved secondary 
converter to replace the existing phosphor materials incorporated into SSL devices.  At 
the core of our original hypothesis was the following elements. 

• Nanofibers can be used to make unique optical structures of benefit to solid-state 
lighting devices. 

• Blending luminescent particles such QDs of different colors can produce white 
light. 

• Nanofibers can be used to effectively disperse QDs with minimal agglomeration 
and provide an improved secondary converter for SSL. 

• Incorporation of nanofibers and PLNs into lighting devices will improve device 
performance. 

• Nanofibers and PLNs can ultimately be manufactured in sufficient quantities to 
meet the needs of the lighting industry. 

These hypotheses were largely confirmed.  However, as normally occurs in research, 
there was some adjustment in the embodiment of these ideas during the course of this 
project.  A comparison of the proposed and final embodiments of the technologies in this 
work is provided in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1:  Comparison of the proposed and final embodiments of the technologies 
developed during this project. 

Hypothesis Proposal Embodiment Final Embodiment 

Nanofibers can be used to 
make unique optical 
structures of benefit to SSL 
devices. 

Specially designed 
nanofibers will promote 
scattering of blue LED 
emission and increase the 
likelihood of their 
conversion by QDs. 

Specially designed nanofiber 
substrates will promote scattering 
of visible wavelengths and 
provide a high diffuse reflectance 
material (Lambertian) for light 
management.  Optical filtering 
(i.e., preferential reflection) of 
blue light can also be induced in 
nanofibers if desired. 

Blending luminescent 
particles of different colors 
can produce white light. 

Multiple QD colors can be 
blended to produce white 
light. 

Highest efficiency is achieved 
when QDs of select wavelengths 
are used to supplement bulk 
phosphor emissions. 

Nanofibers will effectively 
disperse luminescent 
particles and provide an 
improved secondary 
converter for SSL. 

QDs can be added to 
nanofibers using either a 
One-Step or Two-Step 
process to produce Bulk-
PLN and Surface-PLN 
structures, respectively. 

Highest efficiencies are achieved 
when luminescent particles (e.g., 
QDs, phosphors) are coated on 
nanofibers after fabrication in a 
Surface-PLN configuration.  
Additives and surface modifiers 
can be used to control adhesion, 
feature size, and particle 
photostability. 

Incorporating nanofibers and 
PLNs into lighting devices will 
improve device performance. 

 Nanofibers can be 
incorporated into 
encapsulants surrounding 
the LED or directly applied 
to the die. 

Nanofiber reflectors increase the 
light output from luminaires by 
reducing parasitic absorption.  
PLNs allow the tuning of light to 
desired chromaticity.  Proprietary 
designs that place the remote 
phosphor out of the field of view 
improve the appearance of the 
luminaire in “on” and “off” states. 

Nanofibers and PLNs are 
manufacturable in high 
volumes. 

 Electrospinning and other 
processes are scaleable. 

A clear path to high volume 
manufacturing has been 
demonstrated. 

 
In performing this work, RTI proposed a three phase project consisting of a total of 9 
tasks.  The development roadmap, as contained in the original proposal is shown in 
Figure 3.1.  These nine tasks remained unchanged throughout the program, although 
there was some shift in the focal point of the tasks as the project developed.  A summary 
of the main findings from each task is given below and additional information is provided 
in the summaries of each project period contined in Appendices A-C. 

Task 1—Nanofiber Materials Section and Optimization 
RTI optimized the structure and laboratory processes used to produce the nanofibers to be 
contained in the PLN. This work consisted of examining the impact of the physical properties of 
the nanofiber (i.e., diameter, porosity, composition) on light transmission and scattering 
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properties over the frequency range from 350–800 nm.  More information is provided in 
Appendix A.  

Task 2—PLN Fabrication by Two-Step Method 
RTI and Evident Technologies investigated the compatibility of various QD structures with 
surface-coating methods. RTI determined the proper QD materials to achieve high QE values and 
optimal spectral quality for the PLNs. QE values above 0.7 were produced with this method on 
monochromatic orange, yellow, red, and green samples using blue excitation. By blending these 
materials with a blue LED excitation source, white light in a range of CCTs and CRIs can be 
produced.  

Task 3—PLN Fabrication by One-Step Method 
RTI and its partner, Evident Technologies, evaluated methods to produce PLNs in the 
electrospinning chamber, primarily by adding QDs to the polymer electrospinning solution. This 
task focused on both the chemistry of QD dispersion and methods to prevent QD agglomeration 
in solution and on the fiber. While high dispersion of QDs in the nanofibers was achieved, the 
quantum efficiency (QE) of PLNs produced with this method was consistently low, and this 
approach was abandoned at the end of Budget Period 1.  

Task 4—Laboratory Scale-up Evaluation of PLN Fabrication Methods 
RTI identified the method in Task 3 as having the greatest potential for use in SSL devices. We 
investigated various methods to apply quantum dots to the nanofibers including dip coating, spray 
coating, and ink jet printing.  We also investigated the impact of various polymeric additives on 
the optical properties of the PLN composite.  More information on this task can be found in 
Appendices B and C. 

Task 5—Investigation of the Ultraviolet (UV) Sensitivity of PLNs 
During Budget Period 2, RTI and Evident Technologies investigated the susceptibility of the PLN 
structure to changes with exposure to UV or blue radiation. While unencapsulated yellow and red 
QDs were found to have excellent photosensitivity, the photostability of green QDs was less than 
desired.  Consequently, a decision was made at the end of Budget Period 2 to use a bulk green 
phosphor to provide green emissions.  This change had a positive impact on the overall 
efficiencies of the devices, as the measured quantum efficiencies of the green phosphors exceeded 
0.9. 

Task 6—Enhanced Laboratory-Scale Fabrication of PLN 
RTI, with assistance from the Donaldson Company and Elmarco Inc., installed a commercial 
electrospinning tool that provided the capability to produce much larger amounts of nanofiber 
materials than our laboratory units.  Additional information on this equipment and the process 
modifications that resulted from the addition of this capability are discussed in Appendix C.   

Task 7—LED Prototype Construction 
In Budget Year 2, RTI began evaluating different remote phosphor configurations containing 
nanofibers.  This investigation included the TRP structure and the RPR configuration.  The RPR 
configuration is a new phosphor configuration developed by RTI during this project.  Additional 
details on the designs investigated in this work and their performance is found in Appendices B 
and C.  
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Task 8—Study of Potential Manufacturing Routes of PLNs 
RTI, FUJIFILM Dimatix, and Elmarco evaluated the effectiveness of different manufacturing 
approaches for PLNs, and more details on the findings from this analysis are contained in 
Appendix C. 

Task 9—Study of Potential Manufacturing of Lighting Devices Incorporating 
Nanofibers and PLNs 
RTI evaluated the effectiveness of different manufacturing approaches for lighting devices 
incorporating nanofibers, and more details on the findings from this analysis are contained in 
Appendix C. 

 
Figure 3.1:  Development roadmap for the use of nanofibers in SSL (from original 
proposal). 

4. Products 
 
In addition to monthly and quarterly reports, a number of products were developed under 
this award and multiple technology transfer activities initiated.  These documents have 
been saved on the DOE web site in accordance with the requirements of the award.  More 
information on these deliverables is provided below. 
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4.1. Publications and Public Presentations 
 

This award has resulted in the following publications in the technical literature on this 
work. 
 
1. J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, L. Han, T.A. Walker, J.A. Tufts, A. Andrady, and D.S. Ensor, 

“Use of nanofibers in high-efficiency solid-state lighting,” Proceedings of the SPIE, 
volume 6669 (2007) page 666916. 

2. J. Lynn Davis, Howard J. Walls, Karmann C. Mills, Kim Guzan, Robert Yaga, and 
David S. Ensor, “Optical properties of electrospun nanofiber substrates,” Materials 
Research Society Symposium Proceedings, volume 1240 (2010), page 1240-WW10-
05. 

3. J. Lynn. Davis, Li Han, Paul Hoertz, Kim Guzan, Karmann C. Mills, Howard J. 
Walls, Teri A.Walker, and Damaris Magnus-Aryitey, “Photoluminescent nanofibers 
for solid-state lighting applications,” Materials Research Society Symposium 
Proceedings, volume 1240 (2010), page 1240-WW09-07. 

4. J. Lynn Davis, Kimberly Guzan, Karmann Mills, and Li Han, “Advanced 
nanocomposite materials tailored to solid-state lighting applications,” Nanotech 2010 
Proceedings. 

5. Kimberly Guzan, Karmann Mills, Jan Sumerel, Paul Hoertz, Li Han, and Lynn Davis 
“Manipulating optical properties of luminescent nanoparticle substrates through ink 
jet printing,” Nanotech 2010 Proceedings. 

 
In addition, a closely related publication that is relevant to the solid-state lighting field 
was developed outside this award, in conjunction with other lighting industry 
professionals.  The reference is: 

 
J. Lynn Davis, Seth Coe-Sullivan, Oleg Shchekin, K.C. Mishra, Madis Raukas, Rohit 

Modi, Craig Breen, and Mike Leibowitz, “Standards development for the 
characterization of quantum dots suspensions and solids,” Materials Research Society 
Symposium Proceedings, volume 1207 (2010), page 1207-N04-09. 

 
This award has also produced the following public presentations on this work. 
 
1. J.L. Davis, D.S. Ensor, A. Andrady, H.J. Walls, L. Han, T.A. Walker, 

“Photoluminescent nanofibers for high efficiency solid-state lighting,” DOE SSL 
Research and Development Workshop, February 1, 2007, Phoenix, AZ. 

2. J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, L. Han, T.A. Walker, J.A. Tufts, A. Andrady. D.S. Ensor, 
“Nanofibers for solid-state lighting,” 7th International Conference of Solid-State 
Lighting, San Diego, CA, August 2007. 

3. J.L. Davis, “Quantum Dots for Solid-state Lighting Applications,” Quantum Dots 
2007, Fort Lauderdale, FL, December 3, 2007. 

4. J.L. Davis, L. Han, H.J. Walls, T.A. Walker, D. Ensor, and A. Andrady, 
“Photoluminescent nanofibers for high efficiency solid-state lighting,” DOE SSL 
Research and Development Workshop, January 30, 2008, Atlanta, GA. 
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5. J.L. Davis, T.A. Walker, H.J. Walls, L. Han, J.A. Tufts, and D.S. Ensor, “Nanoscale 
effects on the optical performance of nanofiber-quantum dot composites,” American 
Chemical Society Colloids and Surface Science Symposium, Raleigh, NC, June 17, 
2008. 

6. T.A. Walker, J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, L. Han, J. Tufts, D. Ensor, “Nanoscale effects on 
the optical performance nanofiber-quantum dot composites,” 75th Annual Meeting of 
the Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society, Raleigh, NC, October 31, 
2008. 

7. L. Davis, T. Walker, L. Han, H.J. Walls, K. Mills, K. Guzan, D. Ensor, A. Andrady, 
and P. Hoertz, “Photoluminescent nanofibers for high efficiency solid-state lighting,” 
DOE SSL Research and Development Workshop, San Francisco, CA, February 5, 
2009. 

8. L. Davis, “Standards development for photoluminescent nanoparticles“, National 
Electronic Manufacturers – Lighting Systems Division Meeting, Albany, NY, April 
29, 2009. 

9. L. Davis, T. Walker, H. Walls, L. Han, K. Mills, K. Guzan, M. Lamvik, P. Hoertz, 
and D. Magnus-Aryitey, “Nanoscale effects on the optical properties of polymeric 
nanofiber-quantum dot composites,” NSTI Nanotech 2009, Houston, TX, May 5, 
2009. 

10. L. Davis, L. Han, P. Hoertz, K. Guzan, K. Mills, H. Walls, T. Walker, and D. 
Magnus-Aryitey, “Photoluminescent nanofibers for solid-state lighting applications,” 
2009 Fall MRS Meeting, Boston, MA, December 3, 2009. 

11. L. Davis, H.J. Walls, K. Mills, K. Guzan, R. Yaga, and D.S. Ensor, “Optical 
properties of electrospun nanofiber substrates,” 2009 Fall MRS Meeting, Boston, 
MA, December 4, 2009. 

12. RTI International, “Photoluminescent nanofibers for high efficiency solid-state 
lighting.” DOE SSL Research and Development Workshop, Raleigh, North Carolina, 
February 2, 2010. 

13. K. Guzan, J. Sumerel, L. Davis, P. Hoertz, K. Mills, D. Magnus-Aryitey, 
“Manipulating optical properties of luminescent nanoparticle substrates through ink 
jet printing,” accepted for presentation at Nanotech 2010 in June 2010. 

14. L. Davis, K. Guzan, K. Mills, L. Han, “Advanced nanocomposite materials tailored to 
solid-state lighting applications,” accepted for invited presentation at Nanotech 2010 
in June 2010. 

 

4.2. Web sites 
 
Information concerning this project has been placed on RTI’s public website.  General 
information on the project is available at http://www.rti.org/page.cfm?obj=9D2A61B7-
0E7F-73F0-D541F0E2950F414D#lighting, and a video showing aspects of the 
technology is available on the internet at http://www.youtube.com/user/RTIintern.  
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4.3. Networks of collaborations fostered 
 
In addition to the collaborations with our cost-share partners, this project has helped to 
produce collaborations with three members of the Next Generation Lighting Industry 
Alliance (NGLIA), three small businesses that manufactures quantum dots, phosphors, 
and nanophosphors, and another company that manufactures luminescent material.  Due 
to the confidential nature of these discussions, their identities cannot be disclosed. 
 

4.4. Inventions and patent applications 
 
No issued patents have been granted as of June 2010 as a result of this work, but the 
award has produced the following patent application filings with the United States Patent 
and Trademark Office.  Three additional patent filings are being pursued.  
 

1. H.J. Walls, J.L. Davis, and D.S. Ensor, Longpass optical filter made from 
nanofibers. PCT Patent Application WO2009/032378. 

2. M.K. Lamvik and J.L. Davis, Stimulated lighting devices, Serial Number 
61/169,468, patent applied for. 

3. J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, K. Mills, V. Gupta, and M.K. Lamvik, Reflective 
Nanofiber Lighting Devices, Serial Number 61266323, patent applied for. 

 
In addition, this team have been very aggressive in submitting invention disclosures 
documenting significant breakthroughs developed during this work.  In accordance with 
the contract governing this work, all invention disclosures and patent applications have 
been reported to DOE.  A full listing of the 13 invention disclosures created during this 
project can be found on the final patent certification (DOE Form F2050) for this project. 
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APPENDIX A.  
Budget Period 1 Activity Summary 

 
Year 1 activities of this project concentrated on establishing the basic properties of 
nanofibers and PLNs as applicable to SSL.  This activity included developing the 
fundamental measurement methods for determining the optical properties of both PLNs 
and nanofibers, fabricating a variety of nanofiber structure and measuring their optical 
properties, and fabricating a variety of PLN structures and measuring their optical 
properties.  A summary of the findings from this work is given below. 

A.1. Testing methods development 
 
A critical element of this project was developing an appropriate method for measuring 
the quantum efficiency of PLNs.  Typically, quantum dots are provided by manufacturers 
such as Evident Technologies as colloidal suspension in a solvent (e.g., toluene, water, 
etc.).  Due to the ubiquity of potential uses, QD suppliers often measure quantum 
efficiency in dilute suspensions with an excitation energy corresponding to the band edge 
exciton absorbance maximum.  However, for use as PLNs, the QD quantum efficiency 
needs to be measured in a solid format that likely exhibits different light scattering 
properties compared to dilute solutions.  In addition, PLNs will typically contain higher 
concentrations of QDs than dilute suspensions measured by QD suppliers, making the 
effects of self-absorption potentially significant.21 
 
There are two principal methods used by QD suppliers for measuring the performance of 
their QD products.  By far the most common approach is to perform measurements of the 
quantum efficiency relative to an organic dye of known efficiency.22  There are a number 
of standard dyes that can be used in performing these measurements as described 
elsewhere.23  An alternative approach to measuring the quantum efficiency of dilute QD 
suspensions is to measure the fluorescent lifetime of the lumiphore.24  The limitation of 
both of these techniques is that they are actually measuring internal quantum efficiency 
(IQE), which is a measure of the total number of photons emitted by a material regardless 
of whether those photons are radiated into free-space.  For lighting applications, the more 
relevant measurement parameter is the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the QDs, 
which is a measure of the efficiency of secondary emission into free space.  EQE is equal 
to the product of IQE and the extraction efficiency (ηex).  For dilute QD suspensions 
where the self-absorption by the QDs is virtually non-existent, η ex will be approximately 
1.  

                                                
21 T.-S. Ahn, R.O. Al-Kaysi, A.M. Muller, K.M. Wentz, and C.J. Bardeen, Review of Scientific Instruments 

78, 086105 (2007). 
22 A.T.R. Williams and S.A. Winfield, Analyst 108, 1067 (1983). 
23 J.L. Davis, S. Coe-Sullivan, O. Shchekin, K.C. Mishra, M. Raukas, R. Modi, C. Breen, M. Leibowitz, 

“Standards development for the characterization of quantum dots suspensions and solids,”  Materials 
Research Society Symposium Proceedings 1207 (2010) 1207-N04-09. 

24 J.R. Lakowicz, Principles of Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Springer (2006), New York. 
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In contrast, the QD concentration for PLNs is likely to produce absorbances well above 
0.1, especially when used with high brightness LEDs, which will result in self-absorption.  
As a result, η will be less than 1 for these high QD concentrations and EQE will be less 
than IQE.  Therefore, the ideal technique for measuring the quantum efficiency of PLNs 
must be applicable across a broad range of concentrations and provide a measurement of 
EQE.  Further, for PLN samples, light emission will likely be omni-directional, requiring 
the use of an integrating sphere to collect and analyze all emissions. 
 
Based on this knowledge, RTI developed an improved method for measuring the 
quantum efficiency of solid samples including PLNs.  This method, which can also be 
used to measure the quantum efficiency of liquid samples, is based on an absolute 
measurement of the number of photons emitted and absorbed.  The definition of quantum 
efficiency (η) is: 
 

absorbedphotonspumpofnumber
emittedphotonsofnumber

=η  

 
So a method that provides an absolute determination of the number of photons emitted 
and number of pump photons absorbed would be an ideal procedure for measuring η and 
would eliminate any guesswork associated with the accuracy of the quantum efficiency of 
the organic dye standard.  Absolute measurement of quantum efficiency, which is 
analogous to the absolute photometry recommended by DOE for measuring the 
performance of SSL luminaires,25 relies on calibration procedures to provide accurate 
measurements of photon counts in an integrating sphere.  The calibration routine is 
performed using a known spectral radiant flux standard that is traceable to standards 
maintained by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and the use of 
a spectrometer is mandatory to providing meaningful results.  The RTI method combines 
aspects of the deMello26 and Sandia27 methods.  In measuring PLNs, the deMello method 
was insufficient for our materials due to the reflectance of the PLNs in the native (i.e., 
unencapsulated) form.  The Sandia method was also insufficient because it did not 
directly measure the full spectrum but instead relied on optical filters and photodiodes.   
 
As shown in the schematic in Figure A-1, the equipment for performing the RTI method 
consists of a diffuser on the light input port of an integrating sphere, an Ocean Optics 
spectrometer for measuring spectral intensity, and a high intensity LED light source.  A 
comparison of RTI’s approach and those of deMello and Sandia is given in Table A-1.  
The RTI technique for measuring quantum efficiency has become part of a proposed 
                                                
25 U.S. Department of Energy, “LED Measurement Series:  Understanding Photometric Reports for SSL 

Products,” available at 
http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/understanding_photometric_reports.pdf 
(accessed April 26, 2010). 

26 J.C. deMello, H. F. Wittman and R.H. Friend, “An improved experimental determination of external 
photoluminescent quantum efficiency,” Advanced Materials 9 (1997) 230-232.   

27 L.S. Rohwer and J. Martin, “Measuring the absolute quantum efficiency of luminescent materials,” 
Journal of Luminescence 115 (2005) 77-90. 
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international standard for measuring the quantum efficiency of luminescent nanoparticles.  
This procedure is termed the Diffuse Incident Light Method (DILM) in the standard, and 
additional information can be found elsewhere.28,29  

 

 
Figure A-1:  Schematic illustration of the instrumentation used to measure quantum 
efficiency in this work.  All measurements were conducted in an integrating sphere (4” 
outer diameter purchased from Labsphere), and spectral measurements were obtained 
using a fiber optic spectrometer (purchased from Ocean Optics). 

Table A-1:  Comparison of the approaches used by deMello, Sandia, and RTI to 
measure the quantum efficiency of luminescent materials. 

 Sandia deMello RTI Method 

Measurement 
Quantum 

Efficiency & 
Absorbance 

Quantum 
Efficiency & 
Absorptance 

Quantum 
Efficiency & 
Absorbance 

Source Xe  Lamp + 
Monochromator 

Collimated 
Laser LED 

Sampling Tech. Integrating 
Sphere 

Integrating 
Sphere 

Integrating 
Sphere 

Light Introduction Diffuser Direct Intro Diffuser 
Detector Photodiode  Spectrometer Spectrometer 
Number of 
Detectors 

2 (Absorption & 
Emission) 1 1 

Calibration Complicated Not Discussed Radiometric 
Source 

Number of 
Measurements 4 3 2 

                                                
28 J.L. Davis, S. Coe-Sullivan, O. Shchekin, K.C. Mishra, M. Raukas, R. Modi, C. Breen, M. Leibowitz, 

“Standards development for the characterization of quantum dots suspensions and solids,”  Materials 
Research Society Symposium Proceedings 1207 (2010) 1207-N04-09. 

29 IEC Standard 62607-3-1 (Draft), “Nanomanufacturing:  Key control characteristics of luminescent 
nanomaterials,” Draft standard under development. 

Sample Diffuser

Spectrometer

Light 
Source

Sample Diffuser

Spectrometer

Light 
Source
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A.2. Nanofiber Fabrication and Testing 
 
Nanofiber fabrication was a critical element of Year 1 activity of this project.  The 
nanofibers created in this phase of the project were made by electrospinning in a vertical 
chamber using methods described in detail elsewhere.30  A picture of the electrospinning 
chamber is shown in Figure A-2.  Briefly, the electrospinning chamber consisted of a 
glass enclosure (diameter 30.5 centimeters) containing a stainless steel hypodermic 
needle (diameter 26 to 30 Gauge) used as an electrode connected to a high voltage power 
supply.  The nanofibers were directed at a grounded plate that was located 10-25 cm 
below the tip of the electrode.  The environment inside the enclosure was controlled 
using a high electronegativity gas such as CO2, which has been shown to be beneficial in 
producing high quality nanofibers with appropriate diameters.31  Water vapor was 
introduced into the chamber to achieve a set relative humidity (RH) which was measured 
using a traceable digital hygrometer (VWR Catalog No. 35519-041).  The chamber was 
under negative pressure with a draft of 0.5 inches of water. 

 
Figure A-2:  Picture of the chamber used for electrospinning nanofibers in Year 1 and 
Year 2 of this study.  This chamber employed a needle electrode and was used to 
produce poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) nanofiber substrates. 

 
                                                
30 J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, L. Han, T.A. Walker, J.A. Tufts, A. Andrady, and D.S. Ensor, “Use of nanofibers 

in high efficiency solid-state lighting,” Seventh International Conference on Solid-State Lighting, 
Proceedings of SPIE 6669 (2007) 666916-1. 

31 A.L. Andrady and D.S. Ensor, “Electrospinning in a controlled gaseous environment,” U.S. Patent 
7,297,305, Issued November 20, 2007. 
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A detailed study of PMMA electrospinning demonstrated the ability to produce a variety 
of nanofiber shapes and morphologies as shown in Figure A-3.  Depending upon the 
experimental conditions, either smooth random (Figure A-3A) or porous random (Figure 
A-3B) nanofibers can be produced.  With either a mechanical collection mechanism or an 
altered ground plane, oriented smooth (Figure A-3C) or oriented porous (Figure A-3D) 
nanofibers can be produced.  The electrospinning solution used to make these fibers 
consisted of PMMA (Aldrich, molecular weight ~540,000) dissolved in an appropriate 
solvent.  To produce smooth PMMA nanofibers, dimethyl formamide (DMF) was used as 
the solvent, whereas a mixture of toluene (80% to 90% by weight) and N-
methylformamide (NMF) (0% to 20% by weight) is used to make porous nanofibers.32  
The typical PMMA concentration in the polymer solution was in the range of 6% to 10%.  
The syringe was connected to the spinneret through Teflon capillary tubing, and the 
solution flow rate from the syringe was controlled with a syringe pump (Model NE-1000, 
Syringe Pump, Wantagh, New York). 
 
During a typical experiment, the chamber RH was varied between 20% and 60% and the 
CO2 flow rate was 5 to 10 liters per minute.  The PMMA solution typically flowed at 0.5 
milliliter per hour.  Under these conditions, a voltage gradient between the tip of the 
spinneret and the ground plate of 15 and 25 kV was sufficient to produce high quality, 
defect-free nanofibers.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A-3:  Examples of the nanofiber structures and morphologies produced during 
this work.  The nanofibers pictures depict smooth random substrates (A), porous random 
substrates (B), smooth aligned substrates (C), and porous aligned substrates (D). 

 

                                                
32 L. Han, A.L. Andrady, and J.L. Davis, “Porous and non-porous nanostructures and applications thereof,” 

PCT Patent Application WO 2009/140381, Published November 19, 2009. 
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The optical properties of the thin nanofiber substrates were examined by depositing 
several layers on a glass slide using brief electrospinning times.  Although the high 
transmittance of these structures suggests that single scattering events are prevalent, the 
optical properties of smooth and porous PMMA nanofibers were significantly different as 
shown in Figure A-4.  The smooth nanofibers exhibited an approximately flat 
transmittance profile that varied by less than 2% across the visible spectrum.  In contrast, 
the porous nanofibers exhibited a transmittance profile that was flat on the high 
wavelength side, slowly increased to a maximum value, and then dropped sharply as 
wavelength decreased.  Variations in transmittance of nearly 20% were observed for the 
porous PMMA nanofibers over the wavelength range of 350 nm to 800 nm.  Since the 
chemical compositions of the fibers is the same in both instances (i.e., PMMA), the 
differences in transmittance profiles must be due to preferential scattering of shorter 
wavelengths by the porous nanofiber structure.    

 

 

 
Figure A-4:  Transmittance of nanofiber substrates deposited on glass slides.  (TOP)  
Smooth PMMA nanofibers of different thicknesses produced by varying deposition time 
and thickness.  (BOTTOM) Porous ribbon-shaped PMMA nanofibers of varying AFD.  All 
measurements were performed using white light incident at a normal angle to the 
sample and the transmitted light was collected about 2π steradians.   

A critical element in maximizing the degree of preferential scattering occurring in porous 
nanofibers is to control the spacing between adjacent fibers.  This is illustrated in the 
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optical micrographs shown in Figure A-5.  Smaller changes in transmittance across the 
visible spectrum were found when the nanofibers tended to clump together and form 
regions of higher concentrations, which appear as nodes or dark spots in Figure A-5, and 
regions of lower concentration or voids.  Experimental parameters that produce a more 
even coating of the nanofibers on the glass substrate resulted in larger variations in the 
transmittance between 400 nm and 700 nm.33 
 

      
 
Figure A-5:  Optical images of porous PMMA nanofibers electrospun from toluene and 
N-methylformamide solution.  (A)  Fabrication conditions were chosen to produce 
nanofibers that tend to bunch together and create an uneven coating with nodes and 
open spacing.  (B) Fabrication conditions were chosen to produce a uniform coating of 
nanofibers. 

As the nanofibers continue to deposit on the collection media, the optical properties 
change from high transmittance to high reflectance.  Electrospinning times as short as a 
few minutes are sufficient to produce a nanofiber substrate that reflects a significant 
portion of incident light.  Total reflectance does not increase in a linear fashion, but 
instead appears to asymptotically approach an upper limit as spinning time is increased.  
The increase in scattering that occurs in thicker nanofiber structures tends to produce a 
flat transmittance profile.  This finding is discussed in Section C.1 in this report.    

A.3. PLN Fabrications and Testing 
 
At the beginning of this project, two methods were evaluated for fabricating PLNs: 

• One-step method in which the luminescent particles such as QDs were added to 
the nanofiber electrospinning solution; 

• Two-step method in which the fiber was formed and then coated with luminescent 
particles. 

The one-step method is expected to produce mainly Bulk-PLNs (i.e., PLNs in which the 
luminescent particles reside in the interior of the fiber).  In contrast, the two-step method 
is expected to produce Surface-PLNs in which the luminescent particles reside mainly on 
the surface of the nanofiber.  A schematic illustration of Bulk-PLNs and Surface-PLNs is 
shown in Figure 2-3. Task 3 focused on the one-step method, but toward the end of Year 
                                                
33 H.J. Walls, J.L. Davis, and D.S. Ensor, “Long-pass optical filter made from nanofibers,” PCT Patent 

Application WO 2009/032378, Published March 12, 2009. 
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1, experimental results demonstrated that the two-step methods being pursued in Task 2 
produced higher quantum efficiencies.  The findings from both investigations are 
summarized below. 
 
One-Step Method 
 
The one-step PLN fabrication method consisted of mixing the QDs directly into the 
electrospinning solution, and subsequently electrospinning the QD-polymer solution to 
produce a Bulk-PLN.  This structure was found to luminescence brightly when irradiated 
with ultraviolet light.  However, when the quantum efficiency was measured using the 
DILM technique, values in the range of 0.20 to 0.35 were typically observed.   
 
The quantum efficiencies of orange PLNs formed using the one-step fabrication method 
were studied as a function of nanofiber electrospinning time.  The PLNs were deposited 
on glass slides, and quantum efficiencies were measured using a violet LED (λmax = 420 
nm) source.  Short deposition times tended to produce lower quantum efficiencies (QE).  
For example, at 15 minutes electrospinning time, the QE was 0.260 (standard deviation 
(σ) = 0.022), while at 60 minutes coating time, the QE rises to 0.327 (σ = 0.009).  The 
experiment was repeated with yellow PLNs with similar results.  Not even the post-
fabrication procedures that were developed for the liquid coated samples (described 
further below) significantly improve QE.  Since the quantum efficiency of the colloidal 
QDs was greater than 0.7, there was an indication of a quenching reaction when the QDs 
are mixed with the electrospinning solution. 
 
As noted above, the best electrospinning solutions for the fabrication of defect-free 
PMMA nanofibers contained either DMF or NMF.  DMF-containing solutions produced 
smooth nanofibers where NMF/Toluene solutions produced porous nanofibers.  To 
investigate the impact of these high dielectric constant solvents on the emission intensity 
from QDs, solutions of yellow QDs in toluene were made.  As shown in Figure A-6, 
each solution was divided in half and one vial was untreated and the other was treated 
with a small amount of the high dielectric constant solvent.  Figure A-6 clearly 
demonstrates that the high dielectric constant solvent quenches the QD emissions and 
reduces overall emission intensity.  The effect seemed to be greatest for NMF, which has 
the highest dielectric constant, but was also appreciable for DMF.  This effect may be due 
to an interaction between the high dielectric constant liquid and the ligand sphere of the 
QDs, which is known to reduce emission intensity.34  Our investigation found that this 
effect was minimal soon after adding the quenching solvent, but noticeable after 4 hours.  
Longer exposure times and greater concentrations of high permittivity solvents generally 
produced larger reductions in QE.  Longer times produced reductions in quantum 
efficiencies as high as 80%. 
 
Based on the consistently low quantum efficiencies observed for PLNs fabricated using 
the one-step process, Two-Step fabrication methods quickly became a point of emphasis. 
 
                                                
34 D. Bera, L. Qian, and P. Holloway, “Phosphor Quantum Dots” in Adrian Kitai, editor, Luminescent 

Materials and Applications, Wiley, New York, 2008. 
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Figure A-6:  Vials containing suspensions of yellow QDs in toluene.  The two vials on 
the left were the same concentrations and the two vials on the right were the same 
concentration, which was twice that of the ones on the left.  NMF was added to the 
indicated vial on the left-hand side and DMF was added to the indicated vial on the right-
hand side.  The addition of these high dielectric constant liquids to the solution had an 
obvious quenching effect on QD emissions.  This finding suggests that electrospinning 
solutions containing high dielectric constant liquids may not be suitable to spinning QDs 
with polymer nanofibers, if high quantum efficiencies are desired. 

Two-Step Method 
 
The two-step fabrication process involves separate nanofiber fabrication and coating 
operations, which allows each to be optimized independently.  A variety of coating 
methods are possible with the Two-Step approach including: 

• Aerosol-based coating methods; 
• Dip coating and Drop coating; 
• Ink Jet Printing; 
• Spray Coating. 

In aerosol-based coating methods, a suspension of the material to be coated is aerosolized 
using a nebulizer or other means and directed at the sample.  An improvement on this 
approach is electrospray coating in which a charge is imparted on the aerosolized liquid 
suspension to create a finer dispersion.  During transport of the aerosolized liquid 
droplets to the substrate, the solvent dries and the particle impacts on the substrate either 
by physical interception or by electrostatic attraction.  Aerosol-based coating methods 
were tested during this work and found to be an effective mechanism for coating 
nanofibers with bulk phosphors.  However, greater emphasis was placed on liquid-phase 
methods. 
 

Solution A Solution B

DMF AddedNMF Added

Solution A Solution B

DMF AddedNMF Added
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Liquid-phase coating methods include a series of versatile techniques for coating 
nanofibers with nanoparticles such as QDs and larger particles like bulk phosphors.  
Initial efforts focused on Dip Coating procedures in which the nanofiber substrate was 
immersed for a period of time into a solution of the desired coating particle.  The Dip 
Coating method is a rapid coating technology and coating times of five minutes or less 
were typically employed.  However, Dip Coating was found to be limited for SSL 
applications, since the amount of material that could be coated onto the nanofiber was 
controlled by the equilibrium between the coated fiber and the coating solution.  Drop 
Coating, in which a quantity of material is dropped onto the substrate using a syringe, 
was also tested.  The limitation of this technique is that the coating uniformity often 
varied widely, even over small nanofiber samples. 
 
Using the Dip Coating method, a series of green, yellow and orange PLNs were 
fabricated and their quantum efficiency measured using the DILM technique.  The 
quantum efficiencies obtained in these measurements are provided in Table 2.1.  
Excellent QE values approaching those of dilute QD colloidal solution were obtained 
with the two-step technique. 
 
During the analysis, we observed photobrightening of the quantum dots, in which the 
emission intensity increased with time.  Typically, photobrightening is a reversible 
process which can lead to improved QD quantum efficiency with continual radiation.  We 
developed a post-fabrication procedure of irradiating samples with a blue LED and then 
measuring the quantum efficiency, and these values are reported in Table 2.1.  An 
example of the impact of these post-fabrication steps is shown in Figure A-7. 
 

 
 

Figure A-7:  Photoluminescent emission spectra from a PLN sample containing yellow 
quantum dots that emit at 582 nm.  The initial quantum efficiency of the sample was 
31%.  After RTI’s post-fabrication processing, the quantum efficiency increased 
significantly.  The absorbance of the sample remained constant at 24%. 
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APPENDIX B.  
Budget Period 2 Activity Summary 

 
Budget Period 2 activities of this project concentrated on expanding the fundamental 
basis of the nanofiber technology for light applications in four critical areas: 

• Testing of nanofibers fabricated using needle based systems; 
• Improving the quantum efficiency of PLNs; 
• Determining the long-term stability of PLNs; 
• Developing practical lighting devices incorporating PLNs. 

 
At the end of Year 2, this project progressed to the point where control of the 
fundamental optical properties of nanofibers and PLNs had been demonstrated, and new 
designs that incorporated PLNs and nanofibers into lighting devices had been developed.  
A summary of the findings from this work is given in the following sections. 

B.1. Nanofiber Fabrication and Testing 
 
Control of the electrospinning formulation is critical to achieving the proper 
nanostructure required in the nanofibers used for SSL.  Single solvent systems often 
produce cylindrical nanofibers,35 whereas multi-component solvent systems typically 
produce a variety of surface morphologies including surface pores,36 dog-bone shaped 
fibers,37 and ribbon-shaped fibers.  Specifically, since the Qsc of a feature determines the 
efficiency that light of a particular wavelength is scattered, being able to control the size 
(i.e., diameter, width, length, etc.) of nanofibers and their associated pores is critical to 
achieving the optical properties necessary for SSL application.  An example of the 
dependence of nanofiber morphology on small changes in the spinning formulation is 
shown in Figure B-1.  By changing the additive concentration over a moderate range, a 
significant difference in the surface morphology of the nanofiber and hence its optical 
characteristics (as measured by light diffusion and reflectance) occurs.  The medium 
additive concentration shown in Figure B-1 achieves the proper balance of light diffusion 
and reflectance used in white LEDs. 
 
A critical element of the optical properties of nanofibers is their ability to spread light 
evenly to provide uniform light intensity (i.e., light diffusion).  Measuring the extent of 
this effect involves examining the light diffusion properties of the nanofibers both in 
transmission and reflection modes of operation.  To perform this measurement, an Eldim 
Conoscope, which measures light intensity as a function of exit angle from a surface, was 
used. In this test, the nanofiber surfaces were illuminated by light from two different 

                                                
35 J.L. Davis, H.J. Walls, L. Han, T.A. Walker, J.A. Tufts, A. Andrady, and D.S. Ensor, “Use of nanofibers 

in high efficiency solid-state lighting,” Seventh International Conference on Solid-State Lighting, 
Proceedings of SPIE 6669 (2007) 666916-1. 

36 L. Han. A. L. Andrady, and J.L. Davis, “Porous and non-porous nanostructures and applications thereof,” 
PCT Patent Application WO 2009/140381 A1, Published November 19, 2009. 

37 S. Koombhongse, W. Liu, D.H. Reneker, “Flat Polymer Ribbons and Other Shapes by Electrospinning,” 
Journal of Polymer Science Part B:  Polymer Physics 39 (2001) 2598. 
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commercial high brightness white light emitting diodes (HB-LED), and the performance 
of three different nanofiber samples was measured.  Two paper samples were used for 
comparison with the nanofiber materials; one paper was relatively dense and the other 
paper had an open arrangement of fibers.  The nanofiber samples showed differences in 
light scattering behavior depending on preparation conditions.  Under certain fabrication 
conditions (e.g., dense thick materials), the nanofiber structure exhibited excellent light 
diffusion characteristics, which is desirable for general illumination applications to 
ensure even lighting across planar lighting structures.  An example of a nanofiber 
displaying good light diffusion characteristics is shown in Figure B-2.   
 

   
 

 
 

Figure B-1:  Cross-section SEM images of PMMA nanofibers made with low (top left), 
medium (top right), and high (bottom) concentrations of an additive to the polymer-
solvent spinning solution.  The medium additive concentration provides the proper blend 
of light diffusion and selective reflectance for blue light used to pump a white LED. 
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Figure B-2:  Plot of the light diffusion characteristics of a nanofiber structure when 
illuminated by a commercial HB-LED.  The symmetry and gradual decline in light 
intensity, on progressing from the center outward, provides quantitative evidence that 
this nanofiber structure is a good diffuser of visible light. 

B.2. PLN Fabrication and Testing 
 

Several critical factors that need to be considered when fabricating PLNs were 
investigated in Year 2.  These include: 

• Preserving the optical properties of the nanofiber; 
• Providing sufficient quantities of luminescent particles, in a non-agglomerating 

manner, to achieve the desired chromaticity; 
• Achieving good adhesion between the luminescent particles and the nanofibers; 
• Providing environmental stability for the PLN construct. 

 
Investigations continued on the fabrication of the PLNs using dip coating and drop 
coating methods.  A limitation of the dip coating approach is that it is difficult to deposit 
sufficient quantities of QDs or other luminescent particles to achieve saturated colors 
when irradiated by high brightness LEDs.  This finding led us to explore alternative 
approaches including drop coating formulations.  
 
Ultimately, we decided to pursue spray coating and ink jet printing as the most practical 
approaches to achieving sufficient loadings of luminescent materials.  Spray coating or 
airbrushing is a common coating method in which a suspension of the luminescent 
particle and other additives (e.g., rheology modifiers, adhesion promoters, etc.) are 
dispensed onto the substrate and allowed to dry.  Spray coating is an excellent procedure 
to apply large amounts of material, but it is difficult to accurately control overspray 
without a significant investment in automation and fixturing. 
 
 Ink jet printing is an analogous method in which a suspension of the luminescent 
material is dispensed through a piezoelectric nozzle typically mounted on a rastering 
printhead.  In ink jet printing, the ink is dispensed as a fine droplet with highly controlled 
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size.  If the concentration of the luminescent particles in the ink and the size of the 
ejected ink droplets are known, the total amount of luminescent materials can be 
accurately determined by counting the drops ejected by the piezoelectric nozzle.  For the 
work described in this report, a FUJIFILM Dimatix DMP-2800 printer was used in all ink 
jet applications (see Figure B-3). 
 

 
Figure B-3:  Image of the FUJIFILM Dimatix DMP-2800 printer used in this study.  The 
printhead is on the left-hand side and rasters across the platen.  FUJIFILM Dimatix, with 
operations in California and New Hampshire, is the world’s premier provider of 
piezoelectric ink jet printheads.  (Image courtesy of FUJIFILM Dimatix.) 

 In Year 2, the potential of ink jet printing of quantum dots on nanofibers was 
investigated.  To the best of our knowledge, this study was the first investigation of 
digital ink jet printing on nanofibers.  As noted above, the benefits of developing this 
procedure include the ability to accurately control the amount and placement of the 
quantum dots.  However, in developing this technology, a number of critical barriers had 
to be overcome including: 

• Preparing stable solutions of QD inks with appropriate viscosities for ink jet 
printing; 

• Developing formulations that allowed high resolution printing on a porous non-
woven substrate such as nanofibers; 

• Developing nanofiber surface chemistries that promote high resolution digital 
printing; 

• Demonstrating that sufficient quantities of materials could be deposited without 
adversely affecting quantum efficiency. 

 
This required the development and testing of a large number of ink formulations.  
Initially, efforts were focused on yellow QDs, for simplicity, with an emphasis on 
measuring QD coverage on the nanofiber, size and resolution of the printed features, and 
control of droplet size.  This effort successfully demonstrated that sufficient quantities of 
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QDs for SSL applications of QDs could be deposited using ink jet printing technologies 
without sacrificing quantum efficiency.  In year 2, this technology was demonstrated on 
nanofiber substrates as large as 3 in2, and this capability was extended to nanofiber 
substrates larger than 10 in2 in Year 3.   
   
As part of our investigation of ink jet printing of QDs on nanofibers, a series of samples 
containing one, five, ten, twenty and thirty layers of QDs was fabricated. As shown in 
Figure B-4, the absorbance of these PLNs, per unit area, increased steadily as the number 
of coating layers increased due to the cumulative deposition of more QDs.  The as-
deposited QE values of the 5, 10 and 20 layer samples were approximately the same, in 
the 60% to 70% range before any post-processing treatments. However, the QE of the 30 
layer sample was significantly less (~40%), likely due to self-absorption by the high 
concentration of QDs.  Thus, the optimal QD concentration is probably below 20 layers 
at the QD concentration used in our inks.   

 
Figure B-4:  Plots of the absorbance (normalized by area) of PLNs made by ink jet 
printing successive layers of yellow quantum dot inks.  The coating area exceeded 4.8 
cm2 in all cases.   

B.3. PLN Photostability 
 

Lifetime studies on green, yellow, and orange PLNs were conducted in an exposure 
chamber consisting of an enclosure and a high intensity blue source.  The primary goals 
of this study were to investigate the overall photostability of the PLNs and to determine 
any differences in photostability between QDs of different color emissions.  The 
experiments were conducted over many months in the presence of a continuous, intense 
blue source (470 nm) in an open air container, and these conditions presented an 
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aggressive environment intended to accelerate aging.  The QDs were deposited on the 
nanofibers and no further passivation (e.g., encapsulation) was employed to help 
accelerate the aging process.  Since QDs typically degrade through a photo-oxidation 
mechanism that reduces the particle diameter, the rate of degradation of the unprotected 
PLN can be monitored by tracking the emission peak maximum of the PLNs.38  As the 
QDs undergo photo-oxidation, the QD size will be reduced and a noticeable blue shift in 
the emission wavelength will occur.  The change in the emission wavelength of red, 
yellow, and green QDs is shown in Figure B-5.  Based on these experiments, the 
photostability of the red and yellow QDs was found to be higher than that of green QDs.  
This difference in photostability is likely due to a number of factors including the 
thickness of the ZnS shell layer around the CdSe quantum dot and the density of lattice 
defects, which could act as photo-oxidation reaction initiation sites.     
 

 
Figure B-5:  Change in the emission wavelength of different colored QDs in the 
presence of a continuous, intense blue light source (λsource = 470 nm).  Blue shifts in the 
emission wavelengths of QDs are indicative of photo-oxidation of the QDs, a likely 
degradation pathway.   

B.4. Lighting Devices Containing PLNs 
 

Nanofibers are a unique material for lighting devices and could be used in multiple 
embodiments.  For example, nanofibers, including PLNs, could be incorporated into the 

                                                
38 A.Y. Nazzal, X. Wang, L. Qu, W. Wu, Y. Wang, X. Peng, and M. Xiao, “Environmental effects on 

photoluminescence of highly luminescent CdSe and CdSe/ZnS Core/shell nanocrystals in polymer thin 
films,” Journal of Physical Chemistry B 108 (2004) 5507. 
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encapsulation surrounding an LED to provide light diffusion and color mixing.  While 
technically feasible and commercially attractive, such embodiments of nanofibers may 
actually limit their potential benefit to the lighting industry and reinforce conventional 
thinking.  For this Core Technology project, we made a decision to embrace totally new 
designs for luminaires and lamps in order to create a new trajectory for solid-state 
lighting technology.  This ultimately led to the development of a series of designs 
utilizing the remote phosphor reflector (RPR) configuration.  Additional details on the 
characteristics and performance of this configuration are given in this section and Section 
C.3. 
 
Using simulation software, RTI created a preliminary design for a RPR-based device 
termed the remote phosphor reflector block (RPRB).  As shown in the schematic in 
Figure B-6, the RPRB consists of a parabolic reflector machined from aluminum stock.  
A green PLN and a red PLN are mounted about the center-point of the parabolic reflector 
and run at least a portion of the length of the RPRB.  Blue LEDs can be introduced from 
the side and directed at the red and green PLNs.  In the two LED design shown in Figure 
B-6, it may be beneficial to have a highly reflective PLN structure so that the green and 
red QD emissions are separated. 
 

 
Figure B-6:  Schematic illustration of the RPRB designed for use with the PLN 
technology.  Blue LEDs excite the green and red PLNs, which are housed in a parabolic 
reflector machined from aluminum stock. 

Multiple embodiments of the RPRB block design have been developed and are described 
in U.S. Patent Application 61/169,468.  In addition to the two LED model shown in 
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Figure B-6, the RPRB can be fabricated to be powered by a single blue LED.  In such a 
design, a nanofiber substrate with a higher transmission is desired to allow the blue light 
to illuminate both PLNs.  When using nanofibers in this configuration, it is important to 
maintain a balance between the transmittance and optical diffusion properties of the PLN 
in order to achieve the highest light output across a broad area.  This configuration is 
shown schematically in Figure B-7.  In this design, after light produced by the LED 
impinges on the PLN, secondary light emission will exit the PLN in all directions.  Some 
light from the LED (indicated by solid arrows) will be scattered by the diffuse 
transmittance and diffuse reflectance properties of the PLN.  Some of this light may be 
reflected by the reflector and some may directly leave the luminaire. Other light from the 
light source may be intercepted by the PLN and produce green and red emissions (dotted 
lines) which can also exit the luminaire.  To simplify the interpretation of the light paths, 
only light emitted from the right side of the sheet of material is shown in these figures.  It 
should be understood that similar light is emitted from the left side of the sheet of 
material. The PLN may not reach the bottom of the reflector, allowing light to pass below 
the sheet of material in some circumstances. 

 
Figure B-7:  Schematic illustration of the light path in the single LED RPRB design.  In 
this configuration, the PLN has a high transmittance allowing both the green and red 
PLNs, represented by the dark line in the middle, to illuminate.  To simplify the 
interpretation of the light paths, only light emitted from the right side of the sheet of 
material is shown in these figures.  It should be understood that similar light is emitted 
from the left side of the sheet of material. 

Since the RPRB structure has a great deal of flexibility in terms of the secondary 
converter layer that can be used, initial testing of the device was performed using a 
conventional YAG:Ce (i.e., cerium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) phosphor.  The 
phosphor was purchased from PhosphorTech as a screen-printed (i.e., phosphor and 
binder) material deposited on a glass slide.  In initial testing of the RPRB structure + 
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YAG:Ce, results comparable to commercial white LEDs incorporating  a YAG:Ce 
phosphor were obtained.  The measured color rendering index (CRI) of this configuration 
was 80 at a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 7500.  The Duv of the device was 
0.009.  A typical spectrum obtained from the YAG:Ce  phosphor in the RPRB device is 
shown in Figure B-8.   
 

 
Figure B-8:   Spectrum obtained from a YAG:Ce phosphor in the RPRB device.  The 
phosphor was screen-printed on a glass slide by PhosphorTech and used without further 
modification.  The LED electrical power levels were varied between 44 and 248 mW.  
The measured color rendering indices (CRI) were roughly 80, while the correlated color 
temperatures (CCTs) of the device varied between 7531 K (4.75 V) and 7139 K (3.50 V).  
A blue Osram LB3333 Hyperbrite LED was used as the primary radiation source. 

A modification of the RPRB device was made to allow the simultaneous use of two 
LEDs either to provide addition pump wavelengths or to accommodate a pump source 
and a high efficiency red LED.  Various formulations of photoluminescent nanofibers 
were tested using different combinations of luminescent particles including quantum dots 
and phosphors.  We were able to demonstrate the ability to fabricate both Cool White and 
Neutral White light sources using PLNs in the reflector block.  Examples of each are 
provided in Figure B-9 and Figure B-10.  
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Figure B-9:  Example of a PLN formulation in the RPRB device that produces a Cool 
White light.  The red-orange emission shown in these spectra is from a high efficiency 
LED.  The best CRI values (91) were observed at the highest LED voltages.  A blue 
Osram LB3333 Hyperbrite LED was used as the primary radiation source. 

 
Figure B-10:  Example of a PLN formulation in the RPRB device that produces a 
Neutral White light.  The red-orange emission shown in these spectra is from a high 
efficiency LED.  CRI values as high as 77 at a CCT value of 4406 K were observed for 
this formulation.  A blue Osram LB3333 Hyperbrite LED was used as the primary 
radiation source. 
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APPENDIX C.  
Budget Period 3 Activity Summary 

 
As the culmination of this work, Budget Period 3 activities concentrated on four aspects 
of this project designed to produce functional laboratory prototypes incorporating the 
technology and provide insights into the manufacturability of the technology.  Specific 
areas of concentration during Year 3 were: 

• Optimization of the lab-scale nanofiber fabrication process; 
• Optimization of the lab-scale PLN fabrication process; 
• Testing of nanofibers and PLNs in working devices; 
• Manufacturability analysis of nanofibers, PLNs, and devices containing them. 

 
A summary of the findings from this work is given below. 

C.1. Nanofiber Fabrication Process 
 
In Budget Period 3, the focus of the nanofiber fabrication process shifted from 
developing an understanding of the fundamental optical properties of nanofiber substrates 
to producing sufficient quantities of materials for prototype device manufacturing.  This 
transition required that the electrospinning operations be transferred from the small 
laboratory needle systems shown in Figure A-2 to the commercial lab-scale unit shown 
in Figure C-1.  This unit is capable of producing large quantities of nanofiber substrates 
in roughly one hour.  A typical nanofiber substrate produced with this tool is shown in 
Figure C-2. 
 
A second change in the nanofiber fabrication process was a shift from PMMA nanofibers 
to nylon.  This shift was performed to improve the mechanical properties of the nanofiber 
substrates, to reduce materials cost, and to shift solvent systems.  Nylon is a commodity 
thermoplastic that is less expensive than an engineering plastic such as PMMA.  As 
described above, PMMA nanofibers are spun from solutions containing volatile organic 
solvents.  In contrast, nylon is spun from less volatile carboxylic acid solutions and there 
is a potential migration pathway to aqueous solvent systems, which will help to further 
lower manufacturing costs. 
 
The reflectance of uncoated nanofibers across the visible spectrum was measured using a 
10” integrating sphere and following procedures outlined in CIE-130-1998.  A calibrated 
Spectralon standard was used to compare results.  As shown in Figure C-3, typical 
reflectance values of 0.82 to 0.94 were observed for our nylon nanofibers (thickness < 0. 
3 mm) over the entire visible spectrum (400 – 750 nm).  This reflectance does not change 
with exposure to many common solvents used in processing.  Also included in Figure C-
3 is the reflectance that was measured for the Furukawa foamed poly(ethylene 
terephthalate) materials that are used in some lighting devices such as the Cree LR6 
downlight.  The reflectance of the nanofiber material compares favorably with the 
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Furukawa MCPET, even though the thickness of the nanofiber material is only 30% that 
of the Furukawa.  In contrast, the typical reflectance of matte painted metal surfaces is 
below 0.85 and in some cases can be below 0.50, as shown in Table C-1.   

 

 
Figure C-1:  Picture of the lab-scale electrospinning tool (Elmarco USA)  used by RTI to 
manufacture lab quantities of nanofibers.  The unit contains a rotating wire electrode 
shown on the right. 

 
Figure C-2:  Picture of a typical nanofiber substrate made using the Elmarco 
electrospinning tool shown in Figure C-1.  The substrate has approximate dimensions of 
36” x 12”. 
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Figure C-3:  Reflectance of uncoated nanofiber substrates of varying thickness and 
nanofiber morphology.  The spectra were measured using the techniques described in 
CIE 130-1998. 

Table C-1:  Reflectance of common materials.39 

Material Type of Reflectance Reflectance Value 
Processed Optical Coated Al Specular 0.75 to 0.95 
Polished Al Specular 0.60 to 0.70 
Chromium Specular 0.60 to 0.65 
Etched Al Spread 0.79 to 0.85 
Brushed Al Spread 0.55 to 0.58 
Al Paint Spread 0.60 to 0.70 
White Plaster Diffuse 0.90 to 0.92 
White Paint Diffuse 0.75 to 0.90 
Procelain Enamel Diffuse 0.65 to 0.90 
White Glass Diffuse 0.75 to 0.80 

 
Due to their high reflectance, the inclusion of nanofibers into a luminaire can increase the 
optical output of the device.  To confirm this hypothesis, the output from a Cree XRE 
cool white LED in a molded white plastic tube was compared with and without a 
nanofiber liner in the tube.  As shown in Figure C-4, the incorporation of the nanofiber 
liner into the device significantly improves the power output, and hence efficiency of the 
luminaire.  This test confirms that the diffuse (i.e., near-Lambertian), high reflectance 

                                                
39 Mark S. Rea, editor in chief, IES Lighting Handbook:  Reference and Application. 9th Edition, 2000. 
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properties of nanofibers improves the light output from a luminaire when compared to 
conventional luminaire lighting materials.   
 

 
Figure C-4:  SPD from a Cree XRE cool white LED in a downlight mock-up made using 
white PVC plastic.  The blue trace shows the spectrum for the white PVC device and the 
magenta trace shows the same device but with its walls lined with high reflectance 
nanofibers.  The LED was operated at 350 mA in this test. 

C.2. PLN Fabrication Process 
 
The focus of PLN fabrication activities in Year 3 of this project was to demonstrate the 
ability to produce PLNs for use with high power LEDs.  This required developing 
methods to produce both green and red PLNs with good reproducibility.  Emphasis 
continued on coating processes for applying QDs and phosphors to the exterior of the 
nanofibers.  Due to the size differential of QDs and phosphors, different solution 
formulations were required for each.  A summary of the similarities and differences in 
QD and phosphor coating ink formulations is given in Table C-2. 
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Table C-2:  Comparison of QDs and phosphor coating solutions used to make PLNs. 

 Quantum Dots Phosphors 
Chemistry CdSe/ZnS Doped silicates, garnets, 

and sulfoselenides 
Particle size 2 – 5 nm 1 – 10 µm 
Emission color 
control 

Particle size Doping 

Emission peak width Narrow (~ 30 nm) Broad (> 80 nm) 
Absorbance Increases as 1/λ Wide absorbance band 
Stokes shift Small Larger 
Environmental 
stability 

Size dependent Good 

Organic solubility Excellent Poor 
Light scattering 
effects 

Small Predominantly forward 
scattering 

Stage of 
development 

Emerging Developed 

 
Several different methods of coating the luminescent particles on the nanofibers were 
tested including spray coating, dip coating, ink jet printing, and dry coating.  As 
described above, dip coating was not able to place sufficient quantities of luminescent 
particles on the fibers for use with high power LEDs.   
 
For both spray coating and ink jet printing, the coating formulations need to provide the 
following functions: 

• Keep the particle suspended during the coating operation; 
• Provide the desired viscosity for the intended coating operation; 
• Prevent particle agglomeration; 
• Promote adhesion between the luminescent particle and the nanofiber; 
• Maintain desired pattern resolution. 

 
In general, we have found that spray coating processes work best for coating phosphors 
due to their larger size.  Although we have investigated ink jet printing of phosphors, this 
coating technique appears to be most compatible with the smaller QDs.   
 
A series of PLNs made by spray coating green phosphors from two different domestic 
U.S. manufacturers were fabricated and the radiant flux of each was measured.  The 
resulting spectral power distributions of PLNs containing phosphors from the two 
manufacturers are shown in Figure C-5, and the chromaticity coordinates of a series of 
PLNs made with different concentrations of these phosphors are shown in Figure C-6.  
These PLNs had a number of similarities including maximum emission wavelength, total 
luminous flux, and light absorbance (as measured by the intensity of the blue peak).  
However, the SPD of the two different PLNs was significantly different.  For the PLN 
containing the phosphor from Manufacturer #2, the SPD was broader than the other PLN 
(full width at half maximum = 84 nm versus 47 nm) resulting in a greenish-yellow color 
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Comparison of Green Phosphor PLNs excited @ 450 nm
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as compared to a bright green color for the other phosphor.  In addition, the PFR of the 
PLN containing the phosphor from Manufacturer #2 was higher than that containing the 
phosphor from Manufacturer #1, indicative of a higher quantum efficiency.  Based on 
these findings, we expected the following results if red QDs were added to the phosphor 
from Manufacturer #2 to make white light: 

• It is likely that fewer red QDs will be required to make a white light PLN when 
using the phosphor from Manufacturer 2. 

• The luminous efficacy of PLNs containing the phosphor from Manufacturer 2 will 
likely be higher. 

Figure C-5:  Comparison of the radiant flux of PLNs made by combining a nanofiber 
substrate and a green phosphor from two different manufacturers.  The total lumens 
produced by these phosphors are 50 lumens (Manufacturer 1) and 53 lumens 
(Manufacturer 2). 
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Figure C-6:  Chromaticity coordinates of a series of PLNs made with green phosphors 
from manufacturer 1 and 2.  Representation spectral power distributions of these 
phosphors are given in Figure C-5.   

Ink jet printing provides a method to apply precisely controlled amounts of QDs as small 
as 45 µg to the PLN.  This technique imparts the ability to accurately “titrate” the amount 
of QDs added to the PLN and achieve a desired CCT value.  We quickly discovered that 
long wavelength QDs (e.g., orange, red, etc.) could be added to the green PLN to achieve 
a targeted CCT or CRI value.  However, in order to accurately place the QDs, it is critical 
to develop ink formulations that can hold the intended resolution.  Several examples of 
high resolution ink jet printed QD PLNs are given in Figure C-7. 
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Figure C-7:  Examples of the fabrication of multicolor QD PLNs with excellent resolution 
using ink jet printing. 

The ability to combine quantum dots and phosphors on the same PLN was successfully 
demonstrated.  This structure was tested with various combinations of green phosphors, 
red phosphors, and red-orange quantum dots (QD) to produce white light when combined 
with emissions from a blue LED.  Phosphors from two different manufacturers were 
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tested along with QDs from Evident Technologies and other suppliers.  The ability to 
achieve, in theory, any point on the 1931 CIE Chromaticity Diagram along a line between 
the blue LED and the dominant wavelength of the luminescent material was 
demonstrated.     

C.3. Device Prototypes 
 
Three different devices were fabricated and tested with NFR and PLN materials.  These 
devices were: 

• Remote phosphor reflector block (RPRB);  
• Downlight prototype design Number 1 (BLOCK 1 Design); 
• Downlight prototype design Number 2 (BLOCK 2 Design). 

 
A description of the downlight prototypes is given below, while full details of the RPRB 
structures are provided in Section B-4. 
 
Remote Phosphor Reflector Block (RPRB) 
 
Testing of the RPRB structure with low power (i.e., < 40 mA) blue LEDs continued into 
Year 3 of this project.  Through these tests, the ability to combine green and red PLNs 
with a blue LED to produce white light with high color rendering indices (typically > 80) 
at correlated color temperatures between 2,500 and 7,500 K was demonstrated.  These 
tests also demonstrated the ability to produce high CRI white light in the RPRB (with low 
power blue LEDs) using green PLNs combined with either a red PLN or red light 
emitting diode. 
  
As testing continued on the RPRB structure, it became obvious that the performance of 
the design would be limited by the reflectance of the aluminum housing of the RPRB.  
The IES Lighting Handbook value for reflectance of polished aluminum is only 60% to 
70%, indicating that this material is a significant source of light absorption.  To improve 
the reflectance of the device, various coatings were tested with the aim of achieving at 
least 90% reflectance.  This value was achieved using a spray-on barium sulfate coating.  
However, the adhesion between the coating and the aluminum RPRB was poor and the 
material flaked off during use.  Realizing the limitations of this design, we began 
designing a new prototype device.   
 
Downlight prototype design Number 1 (BLOCK 1 Design) 
 
The BLOCK 1 design for the downlight prototype consisted of a molded piece of white 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubing.  The PLN structure is affixed to one end of the tubing, 
and the walls of the tube are lined with an insert of high diffuse reflectance nanofibers 
(i.e., NFR) to reduce absorption.  In the center of this device is the pump LED used for 
excitation of the PLN.  The LED is suspended by two lead wires that are run through the 
plastic tubing to an external power source.  Due to the diffuse reflectance nature of the 
NFR liner, the LED shadow was not imaged on the light emanating from the device.  
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However, tests did show that in some configurations, the LED absorbed a measurable 
fraction of the light emitted by the PLN, resulting in a drop of device efficiency.  A 
picture of this structure is provided in Figure C-8. 
 

 
Figure C-8:  Picture of a downlight prototype made using the BLOCK 1 design.  The 
elements of the prototype are visible and include:  (1) molded white PVC tubular 
housing; (2) suspended LED with external leads connected to a power supply; (3) PLN; 
(4) reflective fiber liner.   

The principal of operation of the BLOCK 1 prototype design is given in Figure 1-5.  In 
this design, the light emissions from the LED are projected onto the PLN, which excites 
the luminescent material in the PLN and creates secondary light emission.  This 
secondary emission (i.e., photoluminescence) results in isotropic emission of radiation 
from the PLN.  Since the PLN is formed by a surface coating on a reflective nanofiber 
backing, emissions into the nanofiber are redirected towards the open cavity, resulting in 
light emanating from the exit of the luminaire.  The reflective, but uncoated, nanofibers 
lining the cavity serve to direct the light toward the exit and to mix the light to produce a 
uniform color across the beam. 
 
Several different structures of the BLOCK 1 downlight design were fabricated and tested 
using our 10’ integrating sphere.  The outer diameter of these designs was limited to 2.5” 
due to the size of the port on our integrating sphere.  These designs are: 

• Cool white LED with red PLN; 
• Blue LED (λem ~ 450 nm) with green and red PLNs; 
• Blue LED(λem ~ 450 nm) with a single PLN containing green and red regions; 
• Blue LED (λem ~ 450 nm) with green PLN only; 
• Blue LED (λem ~ 450 nm) with red PLN only. 

 
Initial test of the BLOCK 1 design was performed using a structure with a cool white 
LED (CCT ~ 5,300 K and CRI = 67) and red PLN.  A systematic study was performed on 
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varying the number of red QDs placed on the PLN.  As might be expected, increasing the 
amount of red QDs had a significant impact on the CCT and CRI produced by this 
lighting device, as presented in the spectral radiant flux shown in Figure C-9.  Through 
the addition of an appropriate amount of QDs, the CCT of this device could be adjusted 
between 5,300 K and 2,700 K.  The CRI progressively increased at warmer colors, rising 
from 67 at cool white colors to 92 at warm white colors.  The device was tested at 
progressively higher LED drive currents with no significant shifts in the chromaticity 
coordinates, indicating that the PLN is not saturating.  An example of the ability of red 
PLNs to create a warm light source from a cool white LED is shown in Figure C-10. 

 

 
Figure C-9:  Comparison of the spectral power distribution of a cool white LED alone 
and a lamp made from the same LED and a red PLN containing quantum dots. 

 
Figure C-10:  BLOCK 1 design downlight prototype made in white plastic containing a 
white Cree XR-C lamp, a customized red PLN, and high reflectance material to reduce 
light absorption and increase optical power output.  The light produced by the device had 
a CCT of 2,630 K and a CRI of 92.  
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Extensive testing was also performed on constructs made using the BLOCK 1 design 
with a Cree XRE Royal Blue LED (λem = 450 nm).  For simplicity only PLN structures 
containing green and red luminescent particles will be discussed, since these can be 
adjusted to produce white light.  PLNs containing various amounts of green phosphor and 
red-orange quantum dots were placed in a downlight prototype (approximately 2.5” OD) 
and excited with a Cree XRE Royal Blue LED (λemission = 450 nm and drive current = 0 to 
800 mA).  Due to the absence of a heat sink in this design, measurements at currents 
greater than 350 mA could only be taken with the LED operated in a pulsed or 
intermittent mode.  The device was found to produce excellent light quality and typical 
images of the device in operation are shown in Figure C-11. 
 

 
Figure C-11:  Images of the light produced by the current version of a downlight 
prototype with a PLN containing green and red-orange emitters.  The images were taken 
in a dark room with no additional lighting.  The PLN was activated by a Cree XRE Royal 
Blue LED. 

Integrating sphere measurements were also performed on the BLOCK 1 prototype design 
with green and red PLN structures and a typical spectral radiant flux plot is given in 
Figure C-12.  Typically, this prototype displayed a correlated color temperature (CCT) 
of 3,800 to 4,300 K (depending on the PLN composition and other factors) while the 
color rendering index was typically around 90.  The NIST Color Quality Scale (CQS) 
values for this light source was typically around 90 as shown in Figure C-13.  The 
luminous efficacy for the device exceeds 60 lumens/electrical watt at currents of 65 mA 
and was 55 lumens/electrical watt at currents of 200 mA.  For neutral white colors, the 
radiant luminous efficacy of the device was approximately 350 lumens/optical watt.  The 
Photon Flux Ratio (PFR), which is simply the ratio of the total photon flux in the 
downlight prototype with the PLN present and with the PLN replaced by uncoated, 
highly reflective nanofibers, of the device averaged approximately 0.84.   
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Figure C-12:  Spectral radiant flux of the BLOCK 1 downlight prototype made from a 
PLN containing green and red-orange emitters and a blue LED.  The LED was operated 
at 800 mA in obtaining this plot. 

 
Figure C-13:  CQS plot for the BLOCK 1 downlight prototype containing green and red 
emitters on the PLN.  The similarity between the reference and test lines demonstrates 
the high color rendering properties of this light source. 

Downlight prototype design Number 2 (BLOCK 2 Design) 
 
One potential limitation of the BLOCK 1 design is that the LED obstructs a portion of the 
light path, and the size of this obstruction would grow if heat sinks and light pipes were 
added to enable operation of the LED at higher currents.  To overcome this potential 
limitation, the second generation of the downlight prototype placed the LED at the 
exterior of the luminaire.  The operation of the remainder of the device is similar to that 
shown in Figure 1-5.  Moving the LED to the exterior of the device also enabled 
additional benefits to be realized in the lighting device including: 

• A custom luminaire housing was designed and built.  This housing could be 
quickly replicated using rapid prototyping technologies. 
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1 2 3 41 2 3 4

• A custom printed circuit board containing an AC/DC converter was designed to 
enable the device to be operated from a wall plug. 

• A second custom printed circuit board was designed to house the LED, provide 
heat sinking and an interface to the AC/DC converter board. 

 
A number of different PLNs were fabricated and tested using the BLOCK 2 downlight 
prototype design.  A picture of some of the devices undergoing testing is shown in 
Figure C-14.  The chromaticity coordinates of these four lights is given in Figure C-15.  
Devices 1 and 2 have not completed fabrication and are deficient in red. 

Figure C-14:  Picture of four prototype devices incorporating PLNs undergoing testing. 

Each of these devices contains one royal blue LED as the excitation source and red and 
green PLNs (in varying proportions).  The lights have been operated at test currents 
exceeding 700 mA for an extended period.  The D cell battery in the middle of the picture 
is provided to show a frame of reference.  A polymeric light diffuser has been placed at 
the exit of each device. 

 
Figure C-15:  Chromaticity diagram of the four light sources shown in Figure C-14.  All 
light sources are being operated at currents of 700 mA or higher.   
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By matching the density of luminescent materials with the LED light intensity 
distribution inside the BLOCK 2 prototype device, a significant reduction in the amount 
of luminescent materials needed to make the PLNs was achieved.  This ensures that the 
appropriate amount of luminescent material is located at the point where it will have the 
optimal impact and not spread throughout the device in a random fashion, which drives 
up costs. 
 
Various tests were performed on the numerous PLNs and light devices that were 
fabricated during this project.  Perhaps one of the best tests for determining the quality of 
the light produced was to illuminate common items.  For these tests, a standard set of 
billiard balls was chosen due to their standard, saturated colors.  Figures C-16 and C-17 
show pictures of some of the LC1 devices illuminating a rack of pool balls.  In Figure 16, 
the balls are illuminated primarily by a blue LED (λem = 450 nm), although there is some 
white light from another prototype on the right hand side (not shown) used by the 
photographer to reduce shadows.  Notice the poor color rendering of this source, 
especially on the left-hand side (i.e., balls 1, 11, 10, 5, 8, and 3).  The white light from the 
prototype also produced a visible splash of red color on the right hand side of ball #3 (i.e., 
the solid red ball). 
 

 
 
Figure C-16:  Image of pool balls illuminated mainly by our downlight prototype 
containing only a CREE XREROY LED and reflective nanofiber liner.  There is a second 
white-emitting prototype on the right hand side (off-camera) that actually makes the color 
rendering properties a little better than they are. 

In Figure C-17, the arrangement of the light sources is the same but now the balls are 
illuminated by a white light source made by combining the emissions from a Cree 
XREROY LED with a green and red PLN in our downlight prototype.  A second 
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prototype (off camera) was again used by the photographer to eliminate shadows on the 
right hand side of the picture.  The properties of the primary light source are CCT = 
4083K and CRI = 88.  Note the improvement in the appearance of the saturated colors of 
the balls.  The current luminous efficacy of this downlight prototype design was around 
25 lumens per watt, which remains below that of our earlier design.  Some of this 
reduction in efficiency is due to the use of a less efficient LED, although there may be 
some limitations in the design as well.  However, this design allows testing of the PLNs 
at high LED operational currents.  We fully anticipate being able to increase the luminous 
efficacy of this design to equal or exceed that of the earlier prototype.   
 

 
Figure C-17:  Image of pool balls illuminated by white light produced by our downlight 
prototype.  The white light was generated by combining the emissions from a CREE 
XREROY LED and a green and red PLN.  A reflective nanofiber liner was used in the 
mixing section of the prototype to reduce absorption and increase light output.  There is 
a second white emitting prototype on the right hand side (off-camera) to reduce 
shadows. 

C.4.   Manufacturability Analysis 
 
The switch from needle-based electrospinning systems shown in Figure A-2 to the 
rotating wire electrode of the Elmarco NanoSpider laboratory electrospinning tool 
provides a clear path for the scale-up of the nanofiber fabrication steps.  Elmarco has 
begun selling a line of manufacturing tools to producing large quantities of nanofiber 
substrates using roll-to-toll processes.  A picture of this equipment is shown in Figure C-
18.  Based on a costing analysis performed in Year 3, we have determined that the costs 
of the bare nanofiber substrate would be less than $20/m2 in high volume.  An 
assumption of this analysis is that production occurs on tools such as those manufactured 
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by Elmarco.  This value is competitive with commercial reflector materials, which cost 
on the order of $18/m2. 
 

 
Figure C-18.  Picture of an automated, roll-to-roll electrospinning tool for the 
manufacture of large volumes of nanofiber substrates, as would be required for the 
scale-up of this technology.  (Image courtesy of Elmarco USA). 

In a similar manner, the methods used to fabricate PLNs are compatible with high 
volume manufacturing.  A similar cost analysis to that performed on the bare nanofibers 
has determined that the cost of PLNs, in high volume, is under $30/m2.   
 
The designs of the PL1 and BLOCK 2 downlight prototypes are also compatible with 
high volume manufacturing.  The printed circuit boards used to power these devices use 
common surface mount electronic components and can be easily fabricated using 
traditional electronics manufacturing techniques.  The housings of these designs are made 
using available plastic fabrication technologies, and additional copies of the master 
housing can be made using either injection molded or computer aided manufacturing 
techniques.  The nanofiber liner that is part of the downlight prototype construction can 
be readily made from die-cut sheets of nanofibers that are thermoformed, if necessary, to 
conform to a particular shape. 
 
This analysis demonstrates that the nanofiber-based PLN technology and devices 
incorporating nanofibers can be made in high volumes using readily available 
manufacturing techniques. 


